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determines the body"s Vibration (light contracted) I Oscillation (light expanded) rate, or

tonal content). Lowering Vibration and Raising Oscillation Rates (particle pulsation) Dietarv
Guidelines: Reduce

to sense the vibration/oscillation rate of foods; choose those with the greatest oscillation
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with the highest vibrating particles appearing within the next Harmonic Universe. A 3-day

with the highest vibrating particles of each planet transferring to the Harmonic Universe
above.
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of particle pulsation/ vibration within each dimension. Each Planetary Shields is composed of
3
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of frequency- sound-vibrations- that form units of lightstanding scalar wave patterns. The
scalar

built upon fixed vibrations of sound. The Stream of Consciousness can thus be viewed

points of sound-vibration -its original arrangement of Fire Letters (scalar wave
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keep Earth"s core vibration high enough to enter the Bridge Zone. There are approximately
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where energy (vibration) and spirit come together and has substance. Consciousness is an
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They downstepped their vibration from Harmonic Universe 4 as fully grown adults. 3. Why
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known as Lower Vibrational Thought Forms or Patterns. 2
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They downstepped their vibration from Harmonic Universe 4 as fully grown adults. 3. Why
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known as Lower Vibrational Thought Forms or Patterns. 2
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dark crystals that vibrate at a totally opposite polarity in the Morphogenetic Field is
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is a state ofvibrational harmonization. The meditation establishes a state of harmonization of
our
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slowly lose the vibrational rate ofthe Morphogenetic Field, begin to fragment and fall apart
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slowly lose the vibrational rate of the Morphogenetic Field-you begin to fragment and
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dark crystals that vibrate at a totally opposite polarity in the Morphogenetic Field is
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a state of vibrational harmonization. The meditation establishes a state of harmonization of
our
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the tonal resonance vibration pattern, which translates into a word down here, of one
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name of the vibration of that energy that serves the collective human race throughout
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the tonal resonance vibration pattern, which translates into a word down here, of one
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name of the vibration of that energy that serves the collective human race throughout
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a high enough vibration in your body pattern to keep a bond with a
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on the human vibration to begin with. In that case, you will have a
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of telepathic energy-vibration- impulse that yes, it sounds like words, but my ears
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a high enough vibration in your body pattern to keep a bond with a
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on the human vibration to begin with. In that case, you will have a
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of telepathic energy-vibration- impulse that yes, it sounds like words, but my ears
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oscillation and faster vibration (b) Slower vibration and faster oscillation (c) Faster

(b) Slower vibration and faster oscillation (c) Faster oscillation and faster vibration

oscillation and faster vibration (d) Slower oscillation and slower vibration 5. A lower

oscillation and slower vibration 5. A lower frequency consists of ___ _ (a)

oscillation and slower vibration (b) Slower vibration and faster oscillation (c) Faster

(b) Slower vibration and faster oscillation (c) Faster oscillation and faster vibration

oscillation and faster vibration (d) Slower oscillation and faster vibration 6. Where in

oscillation and faster vibration 6. Where in the body are the first 8 cells
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oscillation and faster vibration (b) Slower vibration and faster oscillation (c) Faster

(b) Slower vibration and faster oscillation (c) Faster oscillation and faster vibration

oscillation and faster vibration (d) Slower oscillation and slower vibration 5. A lower

oscillation and slower vibration 5. A lower frequency consists of ___ _ (a)

oscillation and slower vibration (b) Slower vibration and faster oscillation (c) Faster

(b) Slower vibration and faster oscillation (c) Faster oscillation and faster vibration

oscillation and faster vibration (d) Slower oscillation and faster vibration 6. Where in

oscillation and faster vibration 6. Where in the body are the first 8 cells
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Partiki Phasing & Vibration-Oscillation for each Dimensional Frequency Band is set in the
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of multi-dimensional vibrating patterns of BI-POLAR ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY
RADIATION, which form SPECIFIC

Page:  2

measurable WAVELENGTH and vibrational ENERGY SIGNATURE. In using the conscious mind
to direct quantities

has a specific vibrational signature or "TONAL SOUND SIGNATURE", which directly interfaces
with

with the energetic vibrational sound signature of the Manifestation Template"s scalar grid. In
Bio-

the contours of vibrational patterns of SOUND. Mastery within the interdimensional spectrum
progressively develops

Symbol and Sound Vibration. In MIND TECHNOLOGIES, such as CREATIVE VISUALIZATION
and VERBAL AFFIRMATION,

specific points of vibrating bi-polar energy signatures. Vibration of energy units creates
patterns

polar energy signatures. Vibration of energy units creates patterns of internal and external
SOUND,

thus alter the vibrational patterns of SOUND TONES within the personal blueprint. COLOR
AND
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power of sound vibration and the connection between sound, symbol and color is not

the CONSOLIDATED CORE VIBRATIONAL SOUND SIGNATURES of each Dimensional
frequency band. Of the 15

the 15 core vibrational signatures of the 15 Dimensions in a Time Matrix, 12
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points of fixed vibration. Partiki units are the smallest building blocks of matter, and

none) units of vibrating energy that perpetually cycle back and forth between a state

·POLAR SOUND VIBRATION. • In the Omni-polar state, Partiki units exist as

points of sound vibration, forming what is called an INTERDIMENSIONAL TRI-TONE WAVE.
An



point of fixed vibration that is composed of 3 sub-vibrations (base tone,

of 3 sub-vibrations (base tone, overtone and resonant tone). When Partiki units

state, two sub-vibrations of the Tri-tonal Standing Waves of Partiki units break

StandingWaves. The third vibration of the Tri-tone wave, the Resonant Tone, remains as

as the core vibration through which the polarized vibrational units of Particum and Partika

which the polarized vibrational units of Particum and Partika will reunite through Internal
Fusion.

CONTRACTION of energy vibration between Particle and Anti-particle matter units through
the Ante-

energy, with higher VIBRATION (energy contracted into or received by the Ante-matter

energy, with lower Vibration and higher Oscillation, and are considered BASE ELECTRICAL. •
ELECTROMAGNETIC

Wave of Sound Vibration projects its energy into Bi-polar Particum and Partika Scalar

Anti-particle Partika vibration point as electrical force. It then contracts into the particle

the particle Particum vibration point, creating magnetic pull, (in ratio to its original

as the third vibration in the Ante-matter Tritone Wave draws the energy back
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Omni-polar Sound Vibration Tri-tone Waves (contraction) is called PARTIKI PHASING .

Ante-matter Sound Vibration, continually cycling energy between the manifest and non-
manifest state.
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Sub-Frequency Bands, Vibration-Oscillation-Particle Spin, Harmonics of Manifestation and
Matter Density Levels.

understand ourselves as vibrating quantities of conscious energy, existing within a state of
vibrational

a state of vibrational co-resonance with all things, which are themselves vibrating quantities

which are themselves vibrating quantities of conscious energy, we can begin to understand
the

Page:  21

fixed units of vibration (Partiki units), which form the morphogenetic field templates upon

units with differing vibratory-oscillation rates, which exist in precise relationship to each
other

having diversity of vibratory-oscillation, through which the wholeness of consciousness may
experience itself

determined by the vibratory-oscillation rate of the Partiki units that make up the

Frequency is the vibrating-oscillating wave spectra of which matter particles and
dimensionalized consciousness



consciousness are composed. VIBRATION-OSCILLATION: Vibration is the condition of
internal movement, or holding

composed. VIBRATION-OSCILLATION: Vibration is the condition of internal movement, or
holding of energy,

built upon them. Vibration is determined by the quantity of energy held within Partiki

upon them. The vibratory-oscillation rate of particles represents the rate at which the

morphogenetic field template. Vibration is the internal measure of energy quantity held
within Partiki

upon them. The vibratory-oscillation rate represents the ratio between energy contraction
(vibration)

energy contraction (vibration) and energy expansion (oscillation), which sets the rhythm of

within dimensionalization. The vibratory-oscillation rate of Partiki units determines the
frequency (cyclic

The relationship of vibrational-oscillation between wave spectra determines the matter
density levels particles
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Vibration-Oscillation Correspondences Higher Dimensional Fields (8-15) Low Vibration

8-15) Low Vibration Higher Oscillation Expanding Higher Frequency Short Wave Length
Slower Electron

Density Electric Lower Vibration = Less energy holding in Partiki = More energy expended

1-8) Higher Vibration Lower Oscillation Contracting Lower-Frequency Longer Wave Length
Faster Electron

Density Magnetic Higher Vibration = More energy holding in Partiki = Less energy expended
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Waves of sound vibration, that forms the foundation for diversified Manifestation Templates.
A Partiki
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oscillation and contraction-vibration. The Time Cycle of a Harmonic Universe is called an
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specific rate of vibratory-oscillation (contraction and expansion of energy), which determines
the

Particles having varying vibratory-oscillation rates and angles of spin allow multiple
dimensional reality
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faster oscillation, lower vibration, shorter wave length, greater expansion and less matter
density. These
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Matter Density and Vibration-Oscillation Consciousness perceives and passes through within
the Dimensional Scale.
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Partiki Phasing and Vibration-Oscillation for each Dimensional Frequency Band is set in the
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of Partiki, the Vibration-Oscillation and the Angular Rotation of Particle spin are all
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of Partiki, the Vibration - Oscillation and the Angular Rotation of particles spin are

Phasing and the Vibration-Oscillation rates of Partiki units within the Dimensional Scale. They

Partiki Phasing and Vibration-Oscillation rates of Partiki units within the Dimensionalized
scalar wave
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Density, rate of Vibrational Oscillation , different Angular Rotation of Particle Spin and
variance
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determined by the VibratoryOscillation rate of Partiki units that make up the Dimensional
Scalar

Scalar Grids. ~Vibration is the "internal movement" or ENERGY HOLDING of Partiki

by Partiki units. Vibratory-Oscillation rate is the rate at which Partiki ~ Phasing

and off" occurs. Vibration and Oscillation exist in direct proportion to each other. As

ot>o 0Vibration increases (energy holding), Oscillation a decreases (energy expenditure).

Oscillation and lower Vibration of Scalar Templates. Higher Oscillation/ Slower Vibration
creates slower electron

Higher Oscillation/ Slower Vibration creates slower electron movement around nucleus and
less perceivable density

Page:  45

specific ratio of Vibration-Oscillation. Higher Dimensions have Faster Partiki Phasing, are
higher frequency

higher oscillation, lower vibration and less particle density. The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
Series
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13 ~ * Vibratory-Oscillation rate within a Dimension determines the Angular Rotation of

Particles having varying Vibratory-Oscillation rates and ARPS allow multiple 3-Dimensional
Reality Fields
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lowering of morphogenetic vibration, raising of oscillation rate and frequency, and shortening
of the

Page:  69

of Partiki, the VibrationOscillation Rates of Partiki and the Angular Rotation of Particle Spin
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of consciousness, and vibration -oscillation ratios that govern the formation and function of
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the core electrical vibration, and then further transmute into electrical impulse that manifests
as

Page:  127

FASTER OSCILLATION/ SLOWER VIBRATION= SHORTER WAVE LENGTH= SLOWER
ELECTRON SPIN= LESS PERCEIVABLE MATTER DENSITY

Page:  172

ENGAGING THE LOVE VIBRATION. ~ THE 6 STEP MAHARIC RECODING SESSION,
MELCHIZEDEK CLOISTER ORDINATION

Page:  188

set cycle of vibrational-oscillation rhythm that creates a specific repeating Partiki Phasing
Rhythm
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a STATE OF VIBRATIONAL HARMONIZATION, or CO-RESONANCE OF FREQUENCY that al
lows an

the Soft Love vibration. Soft Love is a vulnerable love in that it necessitates
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Engaging the Love Vibration The greatest love that can be embodied in human form

pure state of Vibrational Frequency Co-resonance between the human identity and 12
dimensions

state of total vibrational Frequency Co-resonance with the Cosmos. Activation of the fuii12-
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while lowering its vibration, lifting your body cells into a less-dense state of
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and lower the vibration of the molecular and sub-atomic fields around you. To

Page:  222



a STATE OF VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCY CORESONANCE that allows free flow of energy
between consciousness

12-Dimensions of Vibrational Co- Resonance, the Christos Consciousness of the ~ Maharic
Shield,

OMNI-LOVE is Vibrational Co- Resonance with all that exists within 12 Dimensions of
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of Standing Sound Vibration. *Kee-Ra-ShA"- Three levels, Primal Light Field Currents
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lower the body"s Vibration (energy holding-contraction), making the body Higher Frequency
and

. • Lower Vibration, Higher Oscillation/Frequency, Less Matter Density. • More activated DNA
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raise the body"s Vibration (energy holding-contraction), making the body Lower Frequency
and
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has: • Higher Vibration, Lower Oscillation/Frequency, Greater Matter Density • Fewer
activated DNA
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3 energy contraction/vibration/draw) within earth "s Density-1 Matter Base, the
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the PRE-LUMINAL vibration, or STANDING WAVE OF INTERNAL SOUND, emitted from ONE-
SOURCE/
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a ripple of vibration as they do, and then ... notice a little puff
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the Science of Vibrational Mechanics and Holographic Creation Physics, as well as into the
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• Primal Sound Vibration Meajhe Fields ~ = 5 Form Constant "Spheres" ~
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of mathematically organized vibration. The outer layer of each Hova Capsule is called the

of Primal Sound vibration, from the Energy Matrix, beyond the holographic manifestation of
the

Page:  268



("Base Magnetic" vibrating pre-sound particulates, foundations of negatively charged
particles such as

Page:  270

(units of vibrating pre-sound energy) that possess a neutral electrical charge. The

Pre· sound vibration" Meajhe Field Inner Layer of the Radial Body Trion-Meajhe

Primal Pre-sound vibration". The polarized Mion/Dion Units become the foundation upon
which
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Radial Tile, mathematical-vibrational blueprint, with the incoming pulse-2 blueprint.@ At this
momentpoint,
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Khundaray Primal Sound Vibration Meajhe Field through the Density-5 Ante-matter Kee-Ra-
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bridging God-Seed vibration-rhythms connecting to Source. The Level-2 lmmanuyana and
Level-
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A" Standing Sound Vibration. *Kee-Ra-ShA" · Three levels, Primal Light Field
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(core template vibrational induction). With practice this will progressively expand the
personal consciousness
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our psyche that vibrate the highest, the highest frequency parts of our energy-identity,

that are slower vibrating and lower frequency, which are created by urnassimilated beliefs,
ideas,

Page:  12

maintaining a higher vibration of thought forms within their energy fields, which as a

based perspectives~ lower vibrating thought forms. What many New Agers do not realize is

their consciousness and vibration rate of the body in order to TRANSCEND ITS INFLUENCE.

our consciousness and vibration of our bodies to TRANSCEND THE INFLUENCE OF THE
SHADOW,
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Reprogramming, Light-Sound- Vibration Modalities, S"-Dimensional Cognition and Energy
Signatures, RAJ, Body Rhythms
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advanced Inter-dimensional Vibrational Mechanics, known as Keylontic Morphogenetic
Science. The foundations of our

of sound (vibration), which form a geometrically arranged Crystalline Matrix of Consciousness
called

Page:  16

and sound (vibration/frequency) used in the mental direction of energy through the

Page:  27

or lower the vibrational rate of the body and consciousness. Like thought, qualities of

electro-magnetism and vibration also directly affect the morphogenetic field. In our culture
we

Page:  33

raising of the vibration within the planetary morphogenetic field, most awaken in stages as

as the planetary vibration rises. Avatar contracts always involve some form of work that

Page:  35

Dimensions: Dimensions are vibrating fields of electro-magnetic scalar grids, built upon
specific morphogenetic

Time Matrix the vibratory/oscillation rate and frequency of each dimension progressively
increases from

dimensional scale of vibrational/oscillation through which consciousness passes into
manifestation. Each dimension within

specific range of vibrational movement, frequency, angular rotation of particle spin, and level
of

range of frequency, vibrational/oscillation and angular rotation of particle spin, through
which a

and descends in vibration to achieve manifestation and individuality, and within which
embodied consciousness

and ascending its vibration, to return to its original form of pure sentient consciousness

Page:  36



primary levels of vibration, scalar grids built upon sound tones, that form a trinity

is the mid-vibration reality fields and the Resonant Tone (combined Base Tone

is the high vibration reality fields and Over Tone of the trinity, that represents

is the low vibration reality field and Base tone of the Trinity and represents

point at which vibrations of the consciousness of Source and its individuated gestalt God-

Page:  37

possesses its own vibratory rate and angular rotation of particle spin, thus creating a

in the slowest vibrating harmonics, and pure conscious ante-matter wave-form, in the

in the highest vibrating harmonics. Each Harmonic Universe also represents a universal time
cycle

Page:  38

have a lower vibration and higher oscillation than the earthly incarnate identity. Human Bio-

Hova Bodies are vibrating tri-tonal grids of light, sound, electro-magnetic and scalar

with the lowest vibrating spheres at the core, that surround and permeate the human

Page:  39

to accelerate in vibration and grow, due to the stimuli applied by the soul

essence, the faster vibrating portions of the soul essence are fed into the fetal

Page:  40

progressively rise in vibration and expand as physical growth and soul essence integration
continues

the rate of vibratory oscillation within the consciousness and molecular structure, activating
the corresponding

Page:  42

collection of lower-vibrating, disharmonic thought patterns (thoughts create morphogenetic
templates within the
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of sound-tonal vibration - within the morphogenetic field of the cosmic Unified Field
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possess an inherent vibrational rhythm that creates a cycling of Partiki units into phases.

of electro-tonal vibration that forms the Partiki unit. The scalar wave represents the

Page:  46

points sound of vibration) that progressively activates over time as frequency from the
Unified



to 3. The vibratory oscillation rate and angular rotation of sub-particle spin for

Page:  47

to change the vibration of the body form in minute ways, that creates the

various levels of vibration within the Unified Energy Field of the 15-Dimensional scale;
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a trinity of vibrating light and sound that becomes the morphogenetic field for Energy

into the highest vibrating dimensional fields of the particle and anti-particle universes, the

Page:  51

of consciousness, the vibratory oscillation rate and frequency of our energy-identity drops to

to wholeness the vibratory oscillation rate and frequency of our energy-identity rises and

and lowering the vibratory oscillation rate/frequency of energy of our consciousness to create

Page:  56

Hova Bodies, the vibrational mechanics of Absolute Love, Joy and Ecstatic Fulfillment, the
Monadic
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stationary points of vibrations of sound tones, which together form a fabric of tones,

point of sound vibration, within each D of MF, an electrical current of consciousness

Page:  60

specific ratios of vibrational movement and angles of perception between various levels of
identity,
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of frequency- sound vibrations that form units of light, which amount to standing scalar

built upon fixed vibrations of sound. The stream of consciousness can thus be viewed

points of sound vibration) its original arrangement of fire letters begins to change. The
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of conscious, electrified vibrating energy, group together to form strands, then grids of
crystalline
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greater expansion), lower vibrating dimensions, matter solidity will appear less dense and
more mutable

lower oscillating, faster vibrating (greater contraction) lower dimensional fields. Eventually
one evolves to
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physical body. Higher vibrating (more contracted - less oscillation), disharmonic past through
forms,

body of contracted vibrating miasms, buried within your HCB, is frequently referred to as

Page:  72

until the contracted vibrating miasmic crystallizations - frozen thought forms - are raised to

up of contracted vibrating, disharmonic miasmic vibrations, within the HCB, then this burden
can

vibrating, disharmonic miasmic vibrations, within the HCB, then this burden can be readily
dealt
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a condition of vibrational harmonization, or the co-resonance of consciousness, between the
lover

a state of vibrational co-resonance of consciousness). All things exist within the Mind

perpetual state of vibrational coresonance or Absolute Love with all manifestations of itself.
The
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of consciousness or vibrational disharmony, between the individual mind and the God Mind,
can

to transcend all vibrational disharmonies of consciousness and to retain co-resonance with
the

IS the eternal vibrational resonance of consciousness that holds the structures of the Cosmos

and manifestatibn of vibrational dissonance of individual consciousness with the God Mind.
The only
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are stimulated into vibrational movement. This stimulation of crystallized sound patterns
transforms the original
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sound, pulsation and vibration of energy. And the method by which form is created

Page:  30

different rates of vibrational oscillation). The mind-field is accelerated, its rate of oscillation

Page:  45

acceleration in body vibrational rates needed to accommodate the hybrid fetus. Like the
donors,

fetus develops certain vibrational patterns within the genetic base code begin to change,
making

Page:  152

creating harmony of vibratory oscillation rates between the energy units and particles that
compose

Page:  158

as an inaudible vibration field 158
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their Primal Tonal-vibration Life Force Currents. The 3 Primal Sound Fields are collectively
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and Unified Field Vibrational Mechanics and the advanced spiritual principles ofMerkaba
Mechanics and the
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a situation of vibrational-oscillation rates that were very different than what we were

Page:  3

space into another, vibrationally-speaking. It"s a continuity of the Eternal Self But while

Page:  9

away from the vibrations you don"t like, that you work hard. You don"t have

out of the vibrations you don"t like. So, you therefore, stay within them. When

Page:  10

movement in the vibration this way-or in the frequency. Even if you can"t

the higher, slower vibrating, faster oscillating pattern of the hologram? Or will you run

Page:  12

the one that vibrates slower and oscillates faster that would be the higher frequency

the sensations of vibrational change from the top of the room to the bottom

down-scaling of vibration That"s how we get up versus down. That"s how the

Page:  14

the fetal pattern vibrates fast enough, or actually vibrates slow enough and oscillates fast

enough, or actually vibrates slow enough and oscillates fast enough for you to put

Page:  23

sending the right vibrations to the child, the Earth is. That vibration is carried

Earth is. That vibration is carried within the Amniotic fluid and with the fluid

to separate the vibrations and the feeling between the Earth Mother vibration coming up

the Earth Mother vibration coming up through the Telluric realm into the amniotic fluid

the higher frequency vibration surrounding you and nurturing you with love. Copyright©
2000

Page:  24



of the other vibration that is of a bit lower frequency. That"s the part

hours before the vibration of the tissue of the baby drops so they can"t
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certain point of vibration, and then they will come in and their memory will
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to read feeling-vibration. You can literally shift into feeling the transmissions of energy
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of a higher vibration was welcome to come through, but anything unstable was not
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down stepped their vibration from harmonic 41iquid light Avatars, progressively down in,
through the

Page:  39

to feel a vibration of silver energy running through your system, starting down at

to feel the vibration, because there will be a jittery little vibration as particle

a jittery little vibration as particle and anti-particle wave spectra encounter each other.

progressively begin a vibration of silver energy that runs through them until they literally

let the energy-vibration run through you, because you are transmuting particle and
antiparticle

that little itchy vibration spreads out from the second chakra, and it"ll go out
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down-scaled their vibration into D-6, and they became something called the Anuhazi.

them a few vibrational levels, they were the original Lyran Founders" Race, so they"re
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will determine, by VIBRATIONAL ·. RESONANCE, whether or not you will have to

death, to allow Vibrational Resonance to be established with the 5th Dimensional
frequencies, you
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fixed points of vibration, which form ultra-micro-particle units called Partiki, Partika and

and represents the vibrating-oscillating wave spectra of which matter particles and
dimensionalized consciousness
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Matter Density and Vibration-Oscillation Consciousness perceives and passes through within
the Dimensional Scale.
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our time cycle vibration. (Time is simultaneous. True time represents cycles of repeating

cycles of repeating vibrational deceleration/acceleration - expansion/contraction of scalar
fields, into which

consciousness into the vibrational range of the fetal pattern. Upon Fetal Integration, the
Oraphim
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THE TEMPLATE OF VIBRATIONAL ENERGY THAT IS THE BLUEPRINT WITHIN ALL SPACE-
TIME-MATTER
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Matter Density and Vibration-Oscillation Consciousness percetves and passes through within
the Dimensional Scale.
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and Unified Field Vibrational Mechanics and the advanced spiritual principles of Merkaba
Mechanics and

Page:  107

of the tonal vibration scalar-templates that make up the scalar-grid of the

translate into tonal vibration electrical impulse within the body"s scalar template. The
electrical impulses

(a tonal-vibration "Mantra" that translates into mathematical-electrical /instructions for
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deep low frequency vibration begins Exosphere begin their final stage of tempowithin Earth"s
core,
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a state of vibrational harmonization with yourself, your universe, and a bit of knowledge
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make other people vibrational harmonization, which means wrong by thinking you are more
right
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the PRE-LUMINAL vibration, or STANDING WAVE OF INTERNAL SOUND emitted from ONE-
SOURCE/

Page:  27

a ripple of vibration as they do, and then ... notice a little puff
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but distinct TONE VIBRATION that can be heard with the Inner Hearing if you
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Shape begins to vibrate once placed within the Pale Silver Maharata Ball. 7. INHALE

Ball with the vibrating harvested Ball/Shape from the 4th Heart Chakra up the

the Pineal until vibrating harvested Ball/Shape STOPS VIBRATING, EXPANDS OUT FROM
PINEAL TO

Ball/Shape STOPS VIBRATING, EXPANDS OUT FROM PINEAL TO SURROUND YOUR HEAD
and begins
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portions of tonal vibration scalar-templates that make up the scalar-grid of the

translate into tonal vibration electrical impulse within the body"s scalar template. The
electrical impulses

engage specific, tonal vibrations and mathematically sequenced, interdimensional electrical
impulses within the body"s scalar-

(a tonal-vibration "Mantra" that translates into mathematical-electrical instructions for the
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a STATE OF VIBRATIONAL HARMONIZATION, or CO-RESONANCE OF FREQUENCY that
allows an energetic

the Soft Love vibration. Soft Love is a vulnerable love in that it necessitates

Page:  15

Engaging the Love Vibration The greatest love that can be embodied in human form

pure state of Vibrational Frequency Co-resonance between the human identity and 12
dimensions

state of total vibrational Frequency Co-resonance with the Cosmos. Activation of the fuii12-

Page:  22

of multi-dimensional vibrating patterns of BI-POLAR ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY
RADIATION, which form SPECI~

measurable WAVELENGTH and vibrational ENERGY SIGNATURE. In using the conscious mind
to direct quantities

Page:  23

has a specific vibrational signature or "TONAL SOUND SIGNATURE", which directly interfaces
with

with the energetic vibrational sound signature of the Manifestation Template"s scalar grid. In
Bio-

the contours of vibrational patterns of SOUND. Mastery within the interdimensional spectrum
progressively develops

Symbol and Sound Vibration. In MIND TECHNOLOGIES, such as CREATIVE VISUALIZATION
and VERBAL AFFIRMATION,

specific points of vibrating bi-polar energy signatures. Vibration of energy units creates
patterns

polar energy signatures. Vibration of energy units creates patterns of internal and external
SOUND,

thus alter the vibrational patterns of SOUND TONES within the personal blueprint. COLOR
AND
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power of sound vibration and the connection between sound, symbol and color is not

the CONSOLIDATED CORE VIBRATIONAL SOUND SIGNATURES of each Dimensional
frequency band. Of the 15

the 15 core vibrational signatures of the 15 Dimensions in a Time Matrix, 12

Page:  28

Omnipolar points affixed vibration. Partiki units are the smallest building blocks of matter,
and

none) units of vibrating energy that perpetually cycle back and forth between a state

OMNI-POLAR SOUND VIBRATION. • In the Omni-polar state, Partiki units exist as

points of sound vibration, forming what is called an INTERDIMENSIONAL TRI-TONE WAVE.
An

point of fixed vibration that is composed of 3 sub-vibrations (base tone,

of 3 sub-vibrations (base tone, overtone and resonant tone). When Partiki units

state, two sub-vibrations of the Tri-tonal Standing Waves of Partiki units break

Waves. The third vibration of the Tri-tone wave, the Resonant Tone, remains as

as the core vibration through which the polarized vibrational units of Particum and Partiki

which the polarized vibrational units of Particum and Partiki will reunite through Internal
Fusion.

CONTRACTION of energy vibration between Particle and Anti-particle matter units through
the Ante-

energy, with higher VIBRATION (energy contracted into or received by the Ante-matter

energy, with lower Vibration and higher Oscillation, and are considered BASE ELECTRICAL. •
ELECTROMAGNETIC

Wave of Sound Vibration projects its energy into Bi-polar Particum and Partika Scalar

Anti-particle Partika vibration point as electrical force. It then contracts into the particle

the particle Particum vibration point, creating magnetic pull, (in ratio to its original

as the third vibration in the Ante-matter Tri-tone Wave draws the energy

Omni-polar Sound Vibration Tri-tone Waves (contraction) is called PARTIKI PHASING.
Through

Ante-matter Sound Vibration, continually cycling energy between the manifest and non-
manifest state.
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Waves of sound vibration that forms the foundation for diversified Manifestation Templates.
A Partiki

oscillation and contraction-vibration. The Time Cycle of a Harmonic Universe is called an

Page:  30

fixed rhythms of vibration and oscillation. Together, the sets of 3 interwoven scalar-fields



repeating cycles of vibrational acceleration and deceleration. Each repeating cycle of
vibrational variance forms

repeating cycle of vibrational variance forms a "path of rhythm" through which manifest

of variance in vibration within the scalar template of a form, from the highest

from the highest vibration (lowest oscillation, most contracted) to the lowest vibration (

to the lowest vibration (highest oscillation, most expanded). As the template of a

repeating cycles of vibrational variance within a Harmonic Universe, the movement becomes
translated into

fixed rhythms of vibrational variance inherent to the primal structure of a Harmonic
Universe.

primary cycle of vibrational variance that forms one primary Time Cycle. The passage of

primary cycle of vibrational variance constitutes the form"s or being"s forward passage
through the

fixed cycles of vibrational variance, which form 6 Time Continua, 2 placed within each

smaller cycles of vibrational variance, which form a series of Time Vectors, or linear

Page:  31

cycles of particle-vibration acceleration and deceleration that form the primary Time Cycle, or

the ratio between vibration and oscillation within the Primal Energy Units of conscious energy

expenditure) increases, its vibration (energy contraction/holding) reciprocally decreases in
specific ratio. The

and lower the vibration rhythm of Primal Energy Units within the scalar template of

encoded variance in vibration-oscillation ratios intrinsic to the sets of 3 dimensional scalar-

Universe. The fixed vibrational variance between sets of 3 scalar-wave templates generates
specific

oscillation/expansion and vibration/ contraction. The highest dimensional spherical electro-
magnetic domain of Harmonic

highest oscillation, lowest vibration and highest frequency and represents the most expansive
Universal Unified

Matrix scale. The vibration rhythm (rate at which energy is contracted or drawn

slowest oscillating, highest vibrating, lowest frequency and most dense spherical electro-
magnetic domain of

most expanded, slowest vibrating, highest oscillating, highest frequency and least dense field.
Harmonic Universes
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FASTER OSCILLATION/ SLOWER VIBRATION= SHORTER WAVE LENGTH= SLOWER
ELECTRON SPIN= LESS PERCEIVABLE MATIER DENSITY
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of Standing Sound Vibration. *Kee-Ra-ShA"- Three levels, Primal Light Field Currents
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by altering the vibrational-oscillation ratios between sets of Partiki Scalar Grids to set
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and contracting energy vibration. The polarization of Partiki units initiates the perpetual act of

and contracting energy vibration that forms the foundation of electromagnetic energy
structure through which

standing points of vibrating and oscillating conscious-energy. The Partiki Grids upon which
God"s

When the fixed vibration of a Partiki unit phases into polarization via Fission, it

fixed points of vibrational oscillation that are Particum and Partika units. Particum units form

the base-magnetic vibration (holding of energy • contraction) upon which particles form

Page:  59

of fusion: fixed vibration or energy holding. The standing Scalar Field of fixed vibration

Field of fixed vibration exists as a field of eternal conscious awareness, the first

Field of First Vibration, called the Energy Matrix, exists energetically as a standing field

of inaudible sound vibration that perpetually translates the internal consciousness of God into
externalized

three, concentric spherical vibrating sound domains within which the perceivable creation of
externalized light,

Page:  60

fixed standing Sound-vibration waves, through which energy and life are seeded into
manifestation.

sub-units of vibration. Due to the intrinsic ratio of vibrational variance between each

intrinsic ratio of vibrational variance between each set of Particum and Partika, which is
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living, conscious tonal-vibration that form the Energy Matrix. The tonal-vibration fields of

Matrix. The tonal-vibration fields of the Energy Matrix represent the first 3 levels
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representing a different vibrational coordinate in the Density-5 scalar-wave field. A set

the eternal tonal-vibration fields of the Triadic Energy Matrix beyond density manifestation.
The

possessing 3 core vibrations) Unified Morphogenetic Field of the Cosmic Triadic Energy Matrix
conscious

Triadic Khundaray tonal-vibration field; holds the consciousness of 12 Geomantic Entity
Matrices "



primal tri-tonal vibration (one vibration composed of 3 sub-vibrations) that forms

vibration (one vibration composed of 3 sub-vibrations) that forms the Triadic Energy

of 3 sub-vibrations) that forms the Triadic Energy Matrix, within which 15-Dimensional

Khundaray tri-tonal vibrational field of the ~ 65 The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
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tri-tone sound vibration. Each singular Ramyanas identity is one in a set of

fixed, tri-tonal vibrations in the Triadic Energy Matrix. Collectively the 12 Primal Ramyanas

tonal fields of vibration of the Polaric Energy Matrix beyond the Triadic Energy Matrix.

possessing 2 core vibrations) Unified Morphogenetic Field of the Cosmic Po/aric Energy
Matrix

Polaric Khundaray tonal-vibration field; holds the consciousness of 12 RishA Matrices
"Ascended

primal bi-tonal vibration (one vibration composed of 2 sub-vibrations) that forms

vibration (one vibration composed of 2 sub-vibrations) that forms the Polaric Energy

of 2 sub-vibrations) that forms the Polaric Energy Matrix, within which the Triadic

Matrix tri-tonal vibration consciousness-field is formed. A singular RishA Matrix identity is

Khundaray bi-tonal vibrational field of the Polaric Energy Matrix, pre-manifestation non-
density

bi-tone Sound vibration. Each singular Wachayanas identity is one in a set of

fixed, bi-tonal vibrations in the Polaric Energy Matrix. Collectively the 12 Primal Wachayanas

one omni-tonal vibration that forms the cosmic unified field of the Eckatic Energy

possessing one core vibration and the potentialities for all vibration) Unified Morphogenetic
Field of

potentialities for all vibration) Unified Morphogenetic Field of the Cosmic Eckatic Energy
Matrix conscious

conscious Eckatic Khundaray tonalvibration field; holds the unified consciousness of the one
Eckah Matrix

manifest omni-tonal vibration (one primal vibration containing all others), which expresses as

(one primal vibration containing all others), which expresses as the Eckatic Primal Energy

the omni-tonal vibrational field of the Eckatic Energy Matrix, premanifestation non-density or

one inaudible sound vibration. The singular Grandeyanas exists as an eternal, living primal
collective

one eternal Sound vibration that forms the Eckatic Energy Matrix. The Eckatic Energy Matrix

of inaudible sound vibration and identity individuation that perpetually exists within the
eternal Void
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inaudible tonal sound vibration (3 vibratory levels of the Energy Matrix), God AS



vibration (3 vibratory levels of the Energy Matrix), God AS Sound (the

into a descending vibrational progression, through which individuation of identity, and the
experience of

Through the descending vibrational progression into manifestation, God"s consciousness first
expresses AS the primal

of living sound vibration and light radiation, through which the electro-magnetic energy
foundation

units of tonal vibration called Partiki, are isolated within the greater Whole. These Partiki

Partiki Unit primal vibrations are then placed into energetic interrelationship with each other,
to

that set the vibrational framework within which the perceivable experience of identity
individuation and

singular Partiki unit vibration, an The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
Adashi
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Tone fixed sound vibration (The First Cause Sound) within the consciousness of God,

range standing-wave vibration made up of a slow moving Base Tone and faster-

Tone standing-wave vibrations.) The Eckah, a conscious inaudible, spherical standing sound
wave that

singular Eckah unit vibration forms the eternal consciousness field of the Prima Hova Body

possessing one core vibration and the potentialities for all vibration) Unified Morphogenetic
Field of

potentialities for all vibration) Unified Morphogenetic Field of the Cosmic Eckatic Energy
Matrix. The

is the fixed vibrational field and living energy-identity that manifests as the Density-

Partiki unit tonal-vibration fields, one faster-moving Over Tone and one slower-moving

inaudible fixed sound-vibration field, formed within the Eckatic Energy Matrix through
polarizing the

Wave Tone spherical vibrational field. The second and third steps of individuation within God

Partiki Unit tonal-vibration field of the Eckah Grandeyanas identity Blue Flame Tone polarizes

spherical standing sound-vibration creates 2 sets of 12 conscious Partiki Unit tonal-vibration

Partiki Unit tonal-vibration fields called Yanas consciousness gestalts or the "24 Cosmic

forms the faster-vibrating Over Tone portion of the bi-polarized Eckah tone, which

Flame Tone Eckah vibration, forms the eternal consciousness field of the Di-Omni Hova

possessing 2 core vibrations) Unified Morphogenetic Field of the Cosmic Polaric Energy
Matrix. Each

is the fixed vibrational field and living energy-identity that manifests as the Density-
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forms the slower-vibrating Base Tone portion of the bi-polarized Eckah tone forms

possessing 3 core vibrations) Unified Morphogenetic Field of the Cosmic Triadic Energy
Matrix. Each

is the fixed vibrational field and living energy-identity that manifests as the Density-

primary sound-tone vibration. The Khu-Da-Ra has become known as the "

of inaudible sound vibration, which manifests as a set of 3 concentric spheres, the

of inaudible sound-vibration. The 3 Primal Sound Creation Currents of the Khundaray further

(separate in vibration) to form the 3 Primal Light Creation Currents, the Eckatic
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repeating cycle of vibrational variance, set in motion by specific primal mathematical/
geometrical interrelationships

whole Partiki Unit vibration separates into 12 sub-vibrations; the 12 sub-vibrations manifest

into 12 sub-vibrations; the 12 sub-vibrations manifest as 6 pairs of bipolar

the 12 sub-vibrations manifest as 6 pairs of bipolar scalar-standing-sound-waves

original Partiki sound vibration), while the other wave-form contracts (returns in fusion

original Partiki sound vibration) at a specific mathematical ratio to the expansion. This
dynamic

repeating cycle of vibrational variance and energetic exchange between each pair of
polarized primal

via fusion, creating vibration or internal holding of energy radiation within the replicate of

sound-light (vibration-radiation) scalar-standing waves grids of the Khundaray Primal Sound

or primal tonal-vibration blueprint, upon which Universal, Galactic, Planetary and species
Manifestation Templates,
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alter its natural vibration rhythm fast enough to keep up with Template acceleration. If
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repeating cycles of vibrational variance inherent to the Primal Order of the Unified Field
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repeating cycles of vibrational variance ensconced within the energetic platform of the
Unified Field

repeating cycles of vibrational variance that form Time Cycles and their inherent smaller
Time

sequences of linear vibrational rhythms for consciousness to follow in order to engage the

coordinate of corresponding vibrational co-resonance. The seemingly complex inter-
dimensional, inter-time reality
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varying rhythms of vibrational oscillation. A Time Cycle, and its inherent Time Continua and

frequency characterized by vibrational variance, that cross through each other at fixed points
when

temporary state of vibrational co-resonance (hold the same vibration). Our present moment

hold the same vibration). Our present moment point emerges as one small point of

small point of vibration-oscillation rhythm within the greater rhythm of the Time Vector,

Vector, via temporary vibrational co-resonance, we have the power to literally shift our

changing our present vibrational rhythm. The present moment is the "Cause"; the past

frequency pattern and vibrational rhythm that defines the present moment point. From the
present

be altered into vibrational co-resonance with the frequency pattern of the desired future
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Time Vector through vibrational co-resonance. This principle of "Co-resonant Continuum
Alignment"

a state of vibrational co-resonance (simultaneously reach the same vibration/oscillation
rhythm).

reach the same vibration/oscillation rhythm). Points of temporary vibrational co-resonance
that naturally

Points of temporary vibrational co-resonance that naturally occur between various Time
Continua allow

at which the vibrational co- resonance of multiple Time Continua regularly occurs in fixed,

where Co-resonant Vibrational Alignments occur, natural Star Gates open in the spatial
coordinates

the points of vibrational coresonance or continuum cross-through. Star Gates remain open
until

open until the vibrational rhythms of the various interfacing Time Continua at the Star

cycle out of vibrational co-resonance, shifting the various Time Continua out of Co-

move past their vibrationally co-resonant "cross-over" points, and return to their

repeating cycles of vibrational variance. SACs are the periods in linear time when planetary,
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Density, rate of Vibrational Oscillation, different Angular Rotation of Particle Spin and
variance in

Page:  101

Partiki Phasing and Vibration-Oscillation for each Dimensional Frequency Band is set in the
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the set, core vibration and oscillation rhythms of a planet"s 3-Dimensional molecular
structure;



molecular structure; the vibration-oscillation rhythm controls the ANGULAR ROTATION OF
PARTICLE SPIN, or
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Waves of sound vibration, 12th Dimensional frequency is referred to as the PRE-MATTER

Page:  114

Tri-tone sound vibration is the most powerful natural healing current in the Time

WAVE of sound vibration, or an invisible HYDROPLASMIC FLAME of Omni-polar, Tri-tone

Omni-polar sound vibration of the Ante-matter Plasma Beam into two concurrently running
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and lower in vibration (magnetic energy contraction), transmuting into an Pale-Silver
Elliptical
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and raised in vibration via activation of the Primal Sound Codes in the Maji

and raising of vibration (magnetic energy contraction) transmutes the electrical Primal Light
Thermo-

Elliptical-Standing-Columnar-Vibration-Wave of the Primai Sound Yuseta Body; the organic
form
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3 energy contraction/vibration/draw) within earth"s Density-1 Matter Base, the organic
Divine
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lower the body"s Vibration (energy holding/contraction), making the body Higher Frequency
and

has: • Lower Vibration, Higher Oscillation/Frequency, Less Matter Density • More activated
DNA
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raise the body"s Vibration (energy holding/contraction), making the body Lower Frequency
and

has: • Higher Vibration, Lower Oscillation/Frequency, Greater Matter Density. • Fewer
activated DNA
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2/3 Magnetic-Vibrations per 1 Merkaba rotation, within the natural Density-1 Matter

or 34 Magnetic-Vibrations to 21 Electrical-Oscillations per 1 Merkaba rotation, within the

Page:  183



3 energy contraction/vibration/draw) within earth"s Density-1 Matter Base, the organic
Divine

or 34 Magnetic-vibrations to 21 ElectricalOscillations per 1 Merkaba rotation, within the
Density-
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emotion, temperature and vibration much more intensely than other humans. These
elements of experience
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Khundaray Primal Sound Vibration Meajhe Field through the Density-5 Ante-matter Kee-Ra-

Page:  238

(units of vibrating pre-sound energy) that possess a neutral electrical charge. The

Primal Pre-sound vibration" Meajhe Field Inner Layer of the Radial Body Trion-Meajhe

Primal Pre-sound vibration". The polarized Mion/Dion Units become the foundation upon
which
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Radial Tile, mathematical-vibrational blueprint, with the incoming pulse-2 blueprint.@ At this
moment-
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bridging God-Seed vibration-rhythms connecting to Source. The Level-2 lmmanuyana and
Level-
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A" Standing Sound Vibration. " Kee·Ra·ShA"- Three levels, Primal Light
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(core template vibrational induction). With practice this will progressively expand the
personal consciousness
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point, the Seed/vibration, the Spark/emanation and Primal Units of Intention. Crystallized
Intention

Page:  23

Partiki Phasing and Vibration-Oscillation for each Dimensional Frequency Band is set in the

Page:  29

of Standing Sound Vibration. *Kee·Ra·ShA"- Three levels, Primal Light

Page:  30

11Sha"- pre-"Sourid"/ VIbration Divine Mother(Parth:um-Meajhons-Eirons-Mions-Protons)
12 Domains:

Page:  31

(pre-sound vibratiOn-BrA) and from the Word came the Light (prelight

Page:  36

Khundaray Primal Sound Vibration Meajhe Field through the Density-5 Ante-matter Kee-Ra-

Page:  37

(units of vibrating pre-sound energy) that possess a neutral electrical charge. The

Primal Pre-sound vibration" Meajhe Field Inner Layer of the Radial Body Trion-Meajhe

Primal Pre-sound vibration". The polarized Mion/Dion Units become the foundation upon
which
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Radial Tile, mathematical-vibrational blueprint, with the incoming pulse-2 blueprint @At this

Page:  46

213 energy ebntr.lctionlvibrationkiraw) wilhin earth"s Density-1 Matter Base, the organic
Divine Blueprint
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bridging God-Seed vibration-rhythms connecting to Source. The Level-2 lmmanuyana and
Level-

Page:  57

(core template vibrational induction). With practice this will progressively expand the
personal consciousness

Page:  65

a ripple of vibration as they do, and then ... notice a little puff

Page:  74

the process of Vibrational Downstepping, or Thought Formation. Downstepping occurs
through contracting the consciousness

or "thought vibration", to create the first individuation of attention- a Still point

the original thought vibration is replicated within the vibration of the first to form

replicated within the vibration of the first to form the second individuation of consciousness,

expanding the first vibration from within itself to create a Static Field of absolute

Field of absolute vibrational agreement between the original thought vibration and its replica.
To

the original thought vibration and its replica. To form the Divine Trinity of Eternal

motion, the thought vibration replica is then polarized within the expanded original "First

two separate thought vibrations , each holding a larger primary part of the original

of the original vibration as it initially existed and a smaller secondary part of

of the original vibration "inverted", or vibrating in direct opposition to the first

"inverted", or vibrating in direct opposition to the first vibration, its intention reflecting

to the first vibration, its intention reflecting the opposite of the original thought intention.

its awareness in Vibrational Downstepping, by which the Cosmic Divine Trinity of Eternal Life

Particum pre-sound vibration unit - Divine Mother Creation SeedContracting/ Receiving
Consciousness Force) and

PartikA pre-light vibration unit- Divine Father Creation The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
Series
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standing" points of vibration. The two 12-point Kathara Grids of the ManA and

Tha = Sound Vibration/ Intention, Ra = ONE-spirit. The ONE spirit of God

Sceptre Pillars Through vibrational interaction of consciousness within the Cosmic Kathara
Grid, the Manu,

creation process of Vibration Downstepping by which the Divine Cosmic Trin ity perpetually
individuates

and Downstep the vibrations of the Cosmic Kathara Grid three times to form a



layered points of vibration fixed in a circular organization within the Cosmic Kathara Grid

"Pillar" of vibration called a Se"-Ur within the Yunasai. The set of

Reuche Sceptre Pillars vibrationally interact within the Yunasai , creating an opening called
the

Cosmic Shield Through vibrational interaction with the Amoraea Wave-Pillar Ecka-ManU
Flame the
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and replicating their vibrational content within the Ecka-ManU Flame to form 12 rotating

of the slower vibrating EirA Kristalla Kathara grid form the geometrical shape of a

and the faster vibrating ManA Kristos Kathara grid forms the geometrical shape of a

replicates, polarizes and vibration ally Downsteps to form a pair of smaller Base- 12
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Partiki Phasing and Vibration-Oscillation for each Dimensional Frequency Band is set in the
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Point Pre-Sound Vibration Field First Particum Contraction Point C: The ManA Base-12

Page:  95

Density, rate of Vibrational Oscillation, different Angular Rotation of Particle Spin and
variance in
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the set core vibration and oscillation rhythms of a planet"s 3-Dimensional molecular
structure;

molecular structure; the vibration-oscillation rhythm controls the ANGULAR ROTATION OF
PARTICLE SPIN, or
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Waves of sound vibration; 12th-Dimensional frequency is referred to as the PRE-MATTER
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Tri-tone sound vibration is the most powerful natural healing current in the Time

WAVE of sound vibration, or an invisible HYDROPLASMIC FLAME of Omni-polar, Tri-tone

Omni-polar sound vibration of the Ante-matter Plasma Beam into two concurrently running
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of Primal Sound Vibration for return to the Khundaray Primal Sound Fields through direct

Page:  209

or sense the vibrational fluctuations of, the released miasmic level transmuting back into



Primal

into Primal Sound vibration, clearing a miasmic level from the Shadow Body through direct
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your feet, now vibrates as cycling currents of Pale Turquoise, Pale Yellow & Pale

Page:  220

the Maharic Flame vibrate for a moment, then burst into 2 tiny flames; one
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gently pulsating and vibrating as it gently and lovingly transmutes, purifies and sets free

power a genuine vibration of gentle, nonjudgmental, unconditional LOVE for the retreating
Shadow Dancer.
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rapidly fell in vibration until they could no longer resist the natural magnetic pull

field fell in vibration, reorganized through the morphogenetic field of a star, and remanifested

within a slower vibrating dimensional scale. The 12 new planets entering HU-1 550
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a pattern that vibrated high enough to merge with the Sphere of Amenti. Soul

Page:  21

this shift the vibrational rate of Earth"s grid dropped swiftly and it could no

Page:  23

codes. The lower-vibrating genetic imprints would dissolve into the Unified Field of D-

when Earth"s grid vibrated high enough, the Sphere of Amenti could be returned to

Page:  25

the Earth grid vibrational rate to rise enough so that life with fourth-dimensional

Page:  26

this process the vibrational essence of the race morphogenetic field could be "stepped

to a slower vibrational pattern, by passing a portion of the morphogenetic field through

had a core vibrational speed/particle pulsation rate slightly higher than that of Earth.
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would raise in vibrational rate so the Sphere of Amenti could be returned to

Page:  39

their rate of vibration was increased by adding the frequency patterns from the dimension

Page:  42

chosen groups, the vibration rate of Earth"s grid could accelerate more rapidly so the

and increase the vibration rate/particle pulsation rate of their personal bodies and bio-



Page:  50

the Earth"s grid vibration would rise, affecting the vibrational speed of the energy particles

rise, affecting the vibrational speed of the energy particles within D-2 Earth core.

particles began to vibrate faster a blue-white spark of fifth-dimensional high-frequency

Page:  63

grid did not vibrate high enough for the Sphere of Amenti to be returned.
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the Earth grid vibrated high enough to hold the frequencies within it, and only

Page:  72

rebalanced and its vibrational rate had increased enough to accept a rapid return of

dimension. A higher-vibrational "Earth phantom" was created, into which the Sphere of

Page:  75

within the lower vibrating energy fields of the first through sixth sub-frequency bands
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within the higher vibrating energy fields of the 10th-12th sub frequency bands of
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and risen in vibrational speed since the times of Atlantis, and the guardian races

Page:  84

the Earth core vibrational rate to increase, so a spark would be released from

Page:  99

high enough in vibration to allow for the return of the Sphere of Arnenti,
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Earth"s energetic grid vibrates high enough to sustain a concentration of beings with higher

If the Earth vibration is too low, due to imbalances in its bio-energetic

dependent upon the vibrational evolution of the Earth. If the condition of the Earth"s
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grid reaches a vibration rate high enough to accommodate an infusion of fifth-dimensional
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THE HOLOGRAPHIC BEAM vibrating base-tone particles of Earth- those that vibrate to the



Earth- those that vibrate to the particle pulsation rate of the fifth-dimensional frequencies-
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Earth"s particles that vibrate/pulsate at D-5 speed, begin to fully transmute and

2. The highest vibrating particles enter hyper-space and re-appear in the future.

fall further in vibration at the release of the higher pulsating particles and drop

1. The slowest vibrating particles break apart their form construction and re-appear as

The mid-range vibration particles appear within the present time continuum in the parallel
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possessing the slowest vibration rates would find their consciousness fragmenting into the
distant past

race consciousness now vibrates high enough, thanks to the efforts of visiting guardian races,

possessing mid-range vibration rates, which is presently the majority of the population,
would

possessing mid-range vibrational rates would find themselves on Earth entering the time
cycle

have the highest vibration rates will enter hyper-space then re-appear on Earth

with the highest vibration rates will find themselves traveling through time, experientially
either by
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the Earth grid vibration must raise high enough to spark/open the Arc of

would slow in vibration due to the excessive particle content that it could not

the Earth grid vibration would be too low to hold the Sphere of Amenti
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effect upon the vibration rate of Earth"s grid and which damaged Earth"s bioenergetic fields.
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Mind, and Earth"s vibration would have dropped too low to hold the Sphere of
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the D-3.5 vibration spin at a 22.5o reverse angular rotation to the particles

viewed from the vibration level of the third dimension, which is where your consciousness
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slowly accelerate the vibration rate of Earth"s grid through occasional infusions of D-4

raise Earth"s grid vibration into the UHF bands of the third dimension beginning in
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the Earth grid vibration was raised high enough in time to hold the Sphere
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this drop in vibration or the Earth grid will explode. In this future probability,
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to raise the vibration of Earth"s core high enough to send the first spark
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accretion level and vibration rate of the Earth"s grid will be held down. In

accretion level, the vibration rate of Earth will not reach 3.5 and the planet
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of Earth"s higher vibrating particle base will be shifted 22S in reverse from the

of Earth"s lower vibrating particle base. This separation of particle pulsation rhythms will
reach

higher and lower vibrating particle bases of Earth will completely separate. The lower
vibrating

separate. The lower vibrating particle base will rapidly drop in vibration and return to

rapidly drop in vibration and return to the pulsation rhythm of the D-3

continuum. The higher vibrating particle base will complete its 22.5° reverse shift in angular

from Earth"s higher vibrating grid in 2017. Scientists may detect odd variations in Earth"s
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substance, composed oflower-vibrating particles, will simply appear to vanish, as well as
populations

higher level of vibration/pulsation and enlightenment. In 2017, portions of the Inner Earth,
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conception, as the vibrational rate of their consciousness would literally blow the physical
tissue
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fear-based, lower-vibrating energies of the fanatical groups who will promoting "millennia!
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that began to vibrate through my cells; I knew that I was being programmed
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grows hot with vibrating blue energy running through its cells. The concept of wave
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alter their natural vibration rhythm fast enough to keep up with Template acceleration. If
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repeating cycles of vibrational variance inherent to the Primal Order of the Unified Field
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repeating cycles of vibrational variance ensconced within the energetic platform of the
Unified Field

repeating cycles of vibrational variance that form Time Cycles and their inherent smaller
Time

sequences of linear vibrational rhythms for consciousness to follow in order to engage the

coordinate of corresponding vibrational co-resonance. The seemingly complex inter-
dimensional, inter-time reality
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varying rhythms of vibrational oscillation. A Time Cycle, and its inherent Time Continua and

frequency characterized by vibrational variance, that cross through each other at fixed points
when

temporary state of vibrational co-resonance (hold the same vibration). Our present moment

hold the same vibration). Our present moment point emerges as one small point of

small point of vibrationoscillation rhythm within the greater rhythm of the Time Vector,
Continuum

Vector, via temporary vibrational co-resonance, we have the power to literally shift our

changing our present vibrational rhythm. The present moment is the "Cause"; the past

frequency pattern and vibrational rhythm that defines the present moment point. From the
present

be altered into vibrational co-resonance with the frequency pattern of the desired future
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Time Vector through vibrational co-resonance. This principle of "Co-resonant Continuum
Alignment"

a state of vibrational co-resonance (simultaneously reach the same vibration-oscillation
rhythm).

reach the same vibration-oscillation rhythm). Points of temporary vibrational co-resonance
that naturally

Points of temporary vibrational co-resonance that naturally occur between various Time
Continua allow

at which the vibrational co-resonance of multiple Time Continua regularly occurs in ftxed,

where Co-resonant Vibrational Alignments occur, natural Star Gates open in the spatial
coordinates

the points of vibrational co-resonance or continuum cross-through. Star Gates remain open



open until the vibrational rhythms of the various interfacing Time Continua at the Star

cycle out of vibrational co-resonance, shifting the various Time Continua out of Co-

move past their vibrationally co-resonant "cross-over" points, and return to their

repeating cycles of vibrational variance. SACs are the periods in linear time when planetary,
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not Earth"s core vibration would sustain commencement of the pending SAC, but all
interstellar
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instrument. The Mion vibration rhythm of the Trumpet wave-field can be precisely calibrated

is established, the vibration rhythm of the Trumpet wave-field is progressively accelerated,
which
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particle pulsation (vibration/ oscillation) rhythm. The chaotically arranged, unnatural
frequencies of the Jehovian
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to raise core vibration 1/11/1992: Guardians re-enter 11 :11 magnetic
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a high enough vibration rate. Races of the 3"d Seeding were birthed into
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composed of lower vibrating, inorganic substances and Descending populations, will literally
vanish or de-
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as the Science ofVibrational Mechanics. The Science of Vibrational Mechanics utilizes a
schematic of

The Science of Vibrational Mechanics utilizes a schematic of cosmic order that is created
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and electro-tonal vibration. All forms of matter and consciousness are structured upon
specific
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planetary grid will vibrate high enough to allow planetary dimensional ascension to take
place.

necessary level of vibration. The planet would have remained within the HU-1 dimensions
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higher and lower vibrating particle bases, Bridge Zone Earth and Phantom Earth each will
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a high enough vibration of consciousness and DNA assembly level to pull Stellar Frequency
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a high enough vibration level, the DNA had not assembled enough to create the
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"jittery", higher-vibrating electrical current running through the body cells. As the Activations
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particle pulsation rhythm/vibration of a planet"s core is high enough when the planetary
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set of fixed vibrational parameters within the Universal Shield Template, which represent an
eternal
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enter co-resonant vibration as they move through the Time Cycles inherent ID density

with the fixed vibrational co-ordinate point of the Universal He-Thar-0/He-
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to Co-resonant Vibration v.ilh rnmenslonal Lock·11 First Crutlo• Point through

Point Co-resonant Vibration Crisis Over-ride ·~r-o Alil)-j)ior
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templates) to achieve vibrational co-resonance wl1h the "target" templa1e, before passing
through,
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main line. The vibrational signature of Earth"s Planetary Shield has been in a state

and fourth in vibrational co-resonance between a series of very different probability sub-
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accretion) decelerate to vibrational co-resonance with the new time line, and experiential
time

Page:  17

into critical mass vibrational co-resonance with the 3rd probability sub-harmonic, another
Merkabic

probability sub-harmonic, vibrational co-resonant phase-lock, which did not complete until
June

"suspended" between vibrational co-resonance with the event horizon of the first Reuche-

and transmuted into vibrational co-resonance with the event line of the second Reuche-
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Earth would enter vibrational co-resonance with its original Density-1 Creation Point, the
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7.8 Hz core vibration, and it"s also in the solar core vibration, running at

the solar core vibration, running at increments of the 7.8 Hz. That"s where they
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7.8 Hz core vibration pattern, or a time pulse that was running the planet.
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that 7.8 Hz vibration. That is going to be changing. In fact, it"s already
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are The time vibrations, or Andorra Hethalon August 2003 91
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the auditory . vibrational translation for the· Eternal Cosmi.c Krist Seed ·
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"Sound and Vibration" and "Ra" meaning "One" or "Point of
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the process of VIbrational Downstepplng, or Thought Formation, Downstepplng occurs
through contrecHng the consciousness

the precise (vibrational co-resonan~ relativity between Partiki units through which the
specific

ering the natural, vibrationally co-resonant relativity between Partiki units, changing the
thrust-force/
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living, conscious tonal-vibration that form the Energy Matrix. The tonal-vibration fields of

Matrix. The tonal-vibration fields of the Energy Matrix represent the first 3 levels
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representing a different vibrational coordinate in the Density-S scalar-wave field. A set

the eternal tonal-vibration fields of the Triadic Energy Matrix beyond density manifestation.
The

possessing 3 core vibrations) Unified Morphogenetic Field of the Cosmic . Triadic Energy
Matrix

Triadic Kbundaray tonal~vibration field; holds the consciousness of.l2 Geomantic E.ntity
Matrices

primal tri-tonal vibration (one vibration composed of3 sub-vibrations) that forms the

vibration (one vibration composed of3 sub-vibrations) that forms the Triadic Energy Matrix,

composed of3 sub-vibrations) that forms the Triadic Energy Matrix, within which IS- .

Khundaray tri-tonal vibrational field of the Triadic Energy Matrix, pre-manifestation nori-
density

tri-tone sound vibration. · Each singular Ramyanas identity is one in a set

fixed, tri-tonal vibrations in the Triadic Energy Matrix, Collectively the 12 Primal
Ramyanasforrn

tonal fields of vibration of the Polaric Energy Matrix beyond the Triadic Energy Matrix.



possessing 2 core vibrations) Unified Morphogenetic Field of the Cosmic Polaric Energy Matrix
conscious

Polaric Kbundaray tonal-vibration. field; holds the consciousness of 12 RishA Matrices
"Ascended

primal bi-tonal vibration (one vibration composed of2 sub-vibrations) that fonns the

vibration (one vibration composed of2 sub-vibrations) that fonns the Po1aric Energy Matrix,

composed of2 sub-vibrations) that fonns the Po1aric Energy Matrix, within which the Triadic

Matrix tri-tonal vibration consciousness-field is formed. A singular RishA Matrix identity is

Khundaray bi-tonal vibrational field of the Polaric Energy Matrix, pre-m.anifestation non-

-tone sound vibration. Each ·singular Wachayanas identity is one in a set

fixe<;!, bi-tonal vibrations in the Polaric Energy Matrix. Collectively the 12 Primal
Wachayanas

one omni-tonal vibration that forms the cosmic unified field of the Eckatic Energy

possessing one core vibration and the potentialities for all vibration)Unified Morphogenetic
Field of

potentialities for all vibration)Unified Morphogenetic Field of the Cosmic Eckatic Energy Matrix
conscious

Eckatic Khundaray tonal-vibration field; holds the unified consciousness of the one Eckali
Matrix

eternally manifest omnitonal vibration(one primal vibration containing all others), which
expresses as the

vibration(one primal vibration containing all others), which expresses as the Eckatic Primal (
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the omni-tonal vibrational field of the Eckatic Energy Matrix, pre-manifestation non-density

one inaudible sound vibration. The singular Grandeyanas exists as an eternal, living primal
collective

one eternal sound vibration that forms the Eckatic Energy Matrix. The Eckatic Energy Matrix

of inaudible sound vibration and identity ·individuation that perpetually exists within the
eternal

inaudible tonal sound vibration (3 vibratory levels of the Energy Matrix). God AS

vibration (3 vibratory levels of the Energy Matrix). God AS Sound (the
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into a descending vibrational progression, through which individuation of identity, and the
experience of

Through the descending vibrational progression into manifestation, God"s consciousness first
expresses AS the primal

of living sound vibration and light radiation, through which the electro-magnetic energy
foundation

units of tonal vibration called Partild, are isolated within the greater Whole. These Partiki



Partiki Unit primal vibrations are then placed into energetic interrelationship with each other,
to

that set the vibrational framework within which the perceivable expeFience of identity
individuation and

singular Partiki unit vibration, an inaudible Resonant Tone fixed ·sound vibration (The

fixed ·sound vibration (The First Cause Sound) within the consciousness of God,

range standing-wave vibration made up of a slowmoving Base Tone and faster-moving

Tone standing-wave vibrations.) The Eckah, a conscious inaudible, spherical standing sound
wave that

singular Eckah unit vibration forms the eternal consciousness field of the Prima Hova Body

possessing one core vibration and the potentialities for all vibration) Unified Morphogenetic
Field of

potentialities for all vibration) Unified Morphogenetic Field of the Cosmic Eckatic Energy
Matrix. The

is the fixed vibrational field and living energy-identity-that manifests as the Density-

Partiki unit tonal-vibration fields, one faster-moving Over Tone and one slower-moving

inaudible fixed sound-vibration field , formed within the Eckatic Energy Matrix through
polarizing

Wave Tone spherical vibrational field. The second and third steps of individuation within God

spherical standing sound-vibration creates 2 sets of 12 conscious Part iki Unit tonal-

iki Unit tonal-vibration fi elds called Yanas consciousness gestalts or the "24

forms the faster-vibrating Over. Tone. port ion ofthe hi-polarized Eckah tone, which

Flame Tone Eckah vibrat ion, forms the eternal consciousness field of the Di-Omni
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is the fixed vibrational field and living energy-identity that manifests as the Density-

forms the slower-vibrating Base Tone portion of the bi-polarized Eckah tone, forms

possessing 3 core vibrations) Unified Morphogenetic Field of the Cosmic Triadic Energy
Matrix. Each

is the fixed vibrational field and .living energy-identity that manifests as the

primary sound-tone vibration. The Khu-Da-Ra has become known as the "

of inaudible sound vibration, which manifests as a set of3 concentric spheres, the 6th_

of inaudible sound-vibration. The 3 Primal Sound Creation Currents of the Khundaray further

(separate in vibration) to form the 3 Primal Light Creation Currents, the Eckatic
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repeating cycle of vibrational variance, set in motion by specific primal mathematical/
geometrical interrelationships

whole Partiki Unit vibration separates into 12 sub-vibrations; the 12 sub-vibrations manifest



into 12 sub-vibrations; the 12 sub-vibrations manifest as 6 pairs of bi-

the 12 sub-vibrations manifest as 6 pairs of bi-polar scalar-standing-sound-

original Partiki sound vibration), while the other wave-form contracts (returns in fusion

a repeating cycle ofvibrational variance and energetic exchange between each pair of
polarized primal

via fusion, creating vibration or internal holding of energy radiation within the replicate of

sound-light (vibration-radiation) scalar-standing waves grids of the Khundaray Primal Sound

or primal tonal-vibration blueprint, upon which Universal, Galactic, Planetary and species
Manifestation Templates,
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of Standing Sound Vibration. *Kee-Ra-ShA"; Three level~;, Primal Light Field Currents
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(pre-sound vibratlon-Eir A) and from the Word came the Light (
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Word (preSound vibration- EirA) & from the Word came the Light (pre-
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Sound (.";rearorl Vibration Field First Particum Contraction Point. Position C) The ManA Base-
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l energy contrac:tionlvibrationJdraw) w!thb eart!)"s Density-1 Matter Base, the or:
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and lower in vibration (magnetic energy contraction), transmuting into an Pale-Silver
Elliptical
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and raised in vibration via activation of the Primal Sound Codes in the Maji

and raising of vibration (magnetic energy contaction) transmutes the electrical Primal Light
Thermo~

manifest, Elliptical-StandingColumnar-Vibration-Wave of the Primal Sound Yuseta Body; the
organic fomn
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Point of least vibration between 2 Waves ". The Eyonic Crystal Body is formed
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the Ratios of Vibrational Coresonance betWeen Partiki Units which, in tum, changes the Ratio
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other creates a vibrational co-resonance between the Partiki units. The vibrational co-
resonance

Partiki units. The vibrational co-resonance between the Partiki units governs the thrust-force

the precise (vibrational co-resonant) relativity between Partiki units through which the
specific

ering the natural, vibrationally co-resonant, relativity between Partiki units, changing the
thrust-force/
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the dormant combined vibrational signature imprint of the original PKA-PCM from which the

combined, PKA-PCM vibrational signature imprint of the Atma is called the BASE SHIELD

of cq-resonant vibrational relativity the living Partiki unit will draw the co-resonant
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your feet, now vibrates as cycling currents of Pale Turquoise, Pale Yellow & Pale
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the Maharic Flame vibrate for a moment, then burst Into 2 tiny flames; one
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"explosion-like-vibration" will emerge iri the palm charkas and, as this occurs,
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a Gentle Internal Vibration begins spreading from the Nadra Key-Point, Upward & Downward

Current. As this Vibration extends to simultaneously enter both the Adhrana at Chakra-14

the Nadra-Key Vibration, that the Ra Centre in Chakra-3 releases a Brilliant
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a wave-like vibration extending across the Ethos Rod at the feet ... then

feel as this vibration extends into the Arms, AzurA and then throughout the entire

body ... the vibration feels like a series of rippling, circular, rhythmic-cyclic waves

reached and the vibrating wave ceases. 10 After the Etheric AdOR-A wave ebbs
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Light, and a vibration wave begins to emerge through the Nadra Key and into

and its corresponding vibration in the feet grows stronger. The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
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a corresponding felt vibration. Breathe gently from the Ka Centre/ Chakra-2 while observing

sense a corresponding Vibration emerge in all 24 Lotus Points before spreading into the
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engaging the Love Vibration SAS-M One Full Eckasha Core Tri-Veca Merkaba Field
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Body"s Frequency and Vibration KS-HB 5 20 Jan 2004 67
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into Co-Resonant Vibrational Alignment with the Ecka-Veca Probability Mainline in which the
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a wave of vibration, or "Crack-wave", through the Veca Pillar Shield then

levels, initiating deep vibration and deep-quaking in Dimensional Components corresponding
to Veca Pillar
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Flame-Une, the vibrational encryption of the Rama Key Adapter Codes passes Into the

12 Sub-harmonic vibration dr.aw away from DiffuSIOn Waye axis alignment and into
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12 sub-harmonic vibration progressively tilt away from the Diffusion Wave and Eckasha Pillar,
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Silent· Sound Vibration Wave" into the bi-polar Dimensional .Etheric body replicas.
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the form of vibrational Encryption, of everything, every event, thought, feeling, every
probability explored
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RunnerFiame-Line, the vibrational encryption of the R~ma Key Adapter Codes passes into
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the Encryption (vibrational encoding for manifestation) that is set within the Primal Light
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then reassemble by vibrational co-resonance, forming two, progressively separating,
opposing EM waves (

bonding to the vibration ally co-resonant units in the dimension-above Etheric and
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Flame-Line, the vibrational encryption of the Ram a Key Adapter Codes passes into
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Une, the • vibrational encryption of the Rama Key Adapter Codes passes Into the
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a Gentle Internal Vibration begins spreading from the Nadra Key-Point, Upward & Downward

Current. As this Vibration extends to simultaneously enter both the Adhrana at Chakra-14
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a wave-like vibration extending across the Ethos Rod at the feet ... then

feel as this vibration extends into the Arms, AzurA and then throughout the entire

body ... the vibration feels like a series of rippling, circular, rhythmic-cyclic waves

reached and the vibrating wave ceases. 10 After the Etheric AdOR-A wave ebbs
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Light, and a vibration wave begins to emerge through the Nadra Key and into

and its corresponding vibration in the feet grows stronger. 7 Inhale at the Nadra
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correspond ing felt vibration. Breathe gently from the Ka Centre/ Chakra-2 while observing

sense a corresponding Vibration emerge in alf 24 Lotus Points before spreading into the
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Flame-Une, the vibrational encryption of the Rama Key Adapter Codes passes into the
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of the Sound Vibration Expanding in the lung region. Continue the "Um" toning
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line of Tonal Vibration you have been building suddenly "snaps" and "disappears",
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the full encryption vibrational signature of its creator (YOU!) as contained within the

you sense undesirable vibrations ... Fullv release this Exhale breath - and - Eiron



of the undesired vibration, attaches its "free end" to the vibration and, in

end" to the vibration and, in a momentary flash, the undesired vibration "pops"

flash, the undesired vibration "pops" in a starburst of Pale SilverViolet Mother Stream

of similar, undesirable vibration within you ... Then immediately withdraw your attention
from the
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picks up the vibrational signature encryption of the Ra-Sh a-LA 8 Exhale
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<XHesonance or vibration, that"s not just about us. We start to feel as
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God· Seed vibration-rhythms connecting to Source. The H1gh Veca codes and the
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Now eXIsting as vibratiOn energy fields. Thought rs a manifestation template. We use the
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is a tonal vibration by which something Is defined. Therefore, the names are part
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With the natural vibrat1onal primal (3) currents • ManU, ManA, and ElrA. This
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bmes, to let vibration comes in. When singing ij as a whole song, sing

words themselves, the vibrational paHems, we caU more and more of that living bfe

words themselves, the vibrational patterns, we call more and more of that living life

tones are the vibrations that sound tones made, such as mana came from ManA.
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a co-resonant vibration. which means the InformatiOn thars 1n their DNA template starts
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words; ifs the VIbration underneath them • thars what bir115 understand. The Eieyani speak
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break down, the vibration changes, therefore the name of the current changes - end

- by their vibration, and speak it; and that would allow lito go out

yourself and the vibration sends you there instantly - the vibration is the thought,

instantly - the vibration is the thought, the direction. Activating the natural ManU Veca
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create the correct vibrations to open the loclls and the gates that allow us
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actually ( ) vibrate those base tones. Anyway that"s basically how that one goes.
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a state of vibrational harmonization that allows for eternal ebb and flow of frequency,
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of sound-tonal vibration-within the morphogenetic field of the cosmic Unified Field of

of multi-dimensional vibrating patterns of bi-polar electromagnetic energy radiation, which
form specific
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the contours of vibrational patterns of sound. Mastery within the interdimensional spectrum
progressively develops

Symbol and Sound Vibration. In mind Technologies, such as creative visualization and verbal
affitmation,
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inaudible tonal sound vibration (3 vibratory levels of the Energy Matrix). Within the

vibration (3 vibratory levels of the Energy Matrix). Within the Energy Matrix, God

into a descending vibrational progression, through which individuation of identity, and the
experience of

Through the descending vibrational progression into manifestation, God"s consciousness first
expresses AS the primal

of living sound vibration and light radiation, through which the electro-magnetic energy
foundation

of inaudible sound vibration that perpetually translates the internal consciousness of God-
Source into

three, concentric spherical vibrating sound domains within which the perceivable creation of
externalized light,
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of a tonal vibration. The word Melchizedek is an ancient signature that has to

translation of the vibrational pattern of the collective of consciousness·; the Cosmic
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fixed standing Sound-Vibration waves, through which energy and life are seeded into
manifestation.

units of tonal vibration called Partiki, are isolated within the greater whole. These Partiki



Partiki Unit Primal Vibrations are then placed into energetic interrelationship with each other
and

Tone fixed sound vibration, the First Cause Sound (UN), a spherical standing sound

range standing-wave vibration made up of a slow-moving Base Tone and faster-

Tone standing-wave vibrations. The Eckah, a conscious inaudible, spherical standing sound
wave that
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sub-units of vibration. Due to the intrinsic ratio of vibrational variance between each

intrinsic ratio of vibrational variance between each set of Particum and PartikA, which is

via fusion, creating vibration or internal holding of energy radiation within the replicate of

Page:  9

built upon fixed vibrations of sound. The Stream of consciousness can thus be viewed

points of sound vibration) its original arrangement of fire letters begins to change. The

Page:  16

has a specific vibrational signature or "Tonal Sound Signature" which directly interfaces with

with the energetic vibrational sound signature of the manifestation template"s scalar grid. In
bio-

Page:  19

of mathematically organized vibration. The outer layer of each Hova Capsule is called the

of Primal Sound vibration from the Energy Matrix beyond the holographic manifestation of
the

bridging God-Seed vibration-rhythms connecting to Source. The Level-2 Immanuyana and
Level-

Page:  20

the languages of vibrations. When we begin to speak the languages of the Gods,

to let the vibration come in. When singing the whole song, sing the whole

Page:  21

tones are the vibrations that sound tones made, such as mana came from ManA.

their core mathematical vibration) serves to activate corresponding mathematical The MCEO
Freedom Teachings®
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bridging God-Seed vibration-rhythms connecting to Source. The main code we use is

bridging God-Seed vibration rhythms connecting to Source. It restores the Meajhe Field
through



Page:  23

the natural 3 vibrational Primal Currents, the ManU, ManA, and EirA. When we sing

break down, the vibration changes. Therefore, the name of the current changes, and we

sound--by their vibration, and speak it. That would allow it to go out

wave form, a vibration. It"s not always how loud, but how resonant the sound

Page:  24

turn it into vibration and set the mechanics in motion to manifest. In the

Page:  25

negative or lower vibrating word-energy-signatures you may then use words carrying the

there is a vibrational resonance in frequency with calling yourself by who you know

Page:  26

(consolidated core vibrational sound signatures) of each dimensional frequency band within
the 15-

Page:  28

tones are the vibrations that sound tones made, such as mana came from ManA.

words themselves, the vibrational patterns, we call more and more of that living life

built upon fixed vibrations of sound. The stream of consciousness can thus be viewed

Page:  29

sound tones and vibration of that original language. The Psonn of Lyra is in

Page:  30

translation of their vibration or oscillation is important, because these are what we are

primary audible tonal vibrations of the energy involved--they are the actual vibrational
identities,

are the actual vibrational identities, the sounds that can be audibly translated of the

translated of the vibrational identities of those energy forms. We use very specific
combinations

of these Ray vibrations. So, when we use the words like the "Magic

the 15 core vibrational signatures of the 15 dimensions in a Time Matrix, 12

into a descending vibrational progression, through which individuation of identity, and the
experience of

Through the descending vibrational progression into manifestation, God"s consciousness first
expresses AS the primal

of living sound vibration and light radiation, through which the electro-magnetic energy
foundation
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All energy is vibration. Vibration is form, sound and color. Therefore, conscious thought is

conscious thought is vibration, color, sound and form. The purest expression of vibration is

purest expression of vibration is Light. Therefore, Light is consciousness and consciousness is
Light.

measurable wavelength and vibrational energy signature. In using the conscious mind to
direct quantities

and the body"s vibration (particle pulsation rhythm) must be increased to the highest

and alter the vibrational patterns of sound tones within the personal blueprint. The Energy

primary levels of vibration, scalar grids built upon sound tones that form a trinity

point at which vibrations of the consciousness of Source and its individuated gestalt God-
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of Primal Sound Vibration for return to the Khundaray Primal Sound Fields through direct
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or sense the vibrational fluctuations of, the released miasmic level transmuting back into
Primal

into Primal Sound vibration, clearing the miasms through direct demanifestation. We can also
combine
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create the correct vibrations that open the locks and the gates that allow us
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tone, a sound vibration that goes with it. Once healed, either using either/or,
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closest encryption or vibration you can get to the inner. There"s probably a way

Page:  11

the planetary core vibration now, and how that corresponds to the mutation of the

Page:  18

There is a vibration, a resonant vibration. A what we did right here was

vibration, a resonant vibration. A what we did right here was build a resonant

build a resonant vibration of the core tones, their outer translation. There are a

Page:  19

Sound has stronger vibration and less oscillation, and it actually has a core power

Page:  29

interrelationships of little vibrations that are contained in every partiki. These are called an

arrangement of little vibrational patterns that have very specific tones before tones they are

tones. There are vibrations that interact very specifically. It"s interesting, who created them.
They
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set of 7 vibrational encryptions to emerge into audible outer expression as conscious sound
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carrying specific core vibrations. The Atlantean Protocols were specifically aimed at altering
these core

altering these core vibration signature or encryption associated with each of the 12 Legions.

encryption is a vibrational pattern. Everything including every single partiki in the Universe
has

Page:  7

the Morocco songs?) vibration. The Ur" s have 2/3 the quantum potential of
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generation, and is vibrating and oscillating at a frequency too high for inner visual-
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to the tonal-vibration signature of the "Ka" Thermogeleziacconscious-substance of which the
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remember is the tonalvibration-sequence of their combined encryption; this composite
tonal-encryptionsignature is
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the encryption (vibrational encoding) of the first partiki, which holds the Krist code
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a deceleration to vibrational co-resonance with the new timeline once the shift is
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is the sound vibration, before it bursts into full expression, first had its imprint

Word is a vibration of frequency. That vibration bursts into Light or into manifestation

of frequency. That vibration bursts into Light or into manifestation as what is called

points of sound vibrations, its original arrangement of scalar wave composite forms begins
to

Page:  14

myself to that vibration-the result is that vibration"s going to get bigger, and

result is that vibration"s going to get bigger, and bigger, and bigger, because nobody"s
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together by like-vibration and like-mathematics. They all have an imbued mathematical
program,
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go back into vibration and we are literally not manifest here, we can change
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a set of vibrations that hold intention. Source created the first partiki, and the

the form of vibration of consciousness, imbued with the standing flame that serves as
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hold consciousness as vibration. These are the beginnings of the levels of consciousness
known

that hold the vibrational templates for manifestation, then down into the transitional Light
Fields,
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(b) Only vibration. (c) Only oscillation. (d) Vibration and oscillation. 9.

oscillation. (d) Vibration and oscillation. 9. What do the Freedom Teachings teach you?

Page:  23

Multiple Choice 1. Vibration is a characteristic of (a) oscillation (b) frequency

Page:  24

flash off" and vibration is when they "flash on" (b) Oscillation is

flash off" and vibration is when they demanifest (c) Oscillation is when they

flash on" and vibration is when they "flash off" (d) None ofthe
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many points of vibration and oscillation are represented? (a) 24 (b) 48

(c) One vibrates and one oscillates (d) There is no difference Multiple
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is the Core Vibrational Pattern, the 12 vibrations that begin the formation of any

Pattern, the 12 vibrations that begin the formation of any scalar wave template. The

of standing wave vibrations. Each Kathara Center goes with each dimensional level. The
Kathara

Page:  30

gaseous state. 2. Vibration: Vibration is the point in the Partiki Phasing process in

flash OFF. The vibration state is associated with "sound," and is the state

that exist as vibration make up the Primal Sound Fields and exist beyond HU-

standing waves in vibration form begin to interact with each other in a way

oscillate, not just vibrate. The standing waves in vibration form interact and they begin

standing waves in vibration form interact and they begin to "arc" and make

Page:  36



is the Core Vibrational Pattern, the 12 vibrations that begin the formation of any

Pattern, the 12 vibrations that begin the formation of any scalar wave template. The

of standing wave vibrations. Each Kathara Center goes with each dimensional level. The
Kathara

Page:  39

gaseous state. 2. Vibration: Vibration is the point in the Partiki Phasing process in

flash OFF. The vibration state is associated with "sound," and is the state

that exist as vibration make up the Primal Sound Fields and exist beyond HU-

standing waves in vibration form begin to interact with each other in a way

oscillate, not just vibrate. The standing waves in vibration form interact and they begin

standing waves in vibration form interact and they begin to "arc" and make
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specific and unique vibrational signature or standing wave signature, just like your body
does.
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12 standing points ofvibration. The ManA Kathara Grid is called the Krist (or

Hova Bodies are vibrating tri-tonal grids of light, sound, electromagnetic and scalar waves
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the collection of lowervibrating, disharmonic thought patterns. (Thoughts create
morphogenetic templates within the

of sound-tonal vibration within the morphogenetic field of the Unified Field of energy.
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into the core vibrational frequency level. 2. Falling asleep during a taped technique means
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Engaging the Love Vibration .............................................................................. 16 Omni-
Love and Polarity: Does Source Have a
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a state of Vibrational Harmonization and Source is in a perpetual state of such

Page:  12

the condition of vibrational harmonization, or the coresonance of consciousness, between the
lover and

Page:  13

a state of vibrational co-resonance of consciousness). All things exist within the mind

perpetual state of vibrational co-resonance or Absolute Love with all manifestations of itself.

of consciousness or vibrational disharmony between the individual mind and the God Mind
can

to transcend all vibrational disharmonies of consciousness and to retain coresonance with
the Cosmos.

IS the eternal vibrational resonance of consciousness that holds the structures of the Cosmos

and manifestation of vibrational dissonance of individual consciousness with the God Mind.
The only

Page:  14

a state of vibrational harmonization that allows for eternal ebb and flow of frequency,
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a STATE OF VIBRATIONAL HARMONIZATION, or CO-RESONANCE OF FREQUENCY that
allows an energetic
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Engaging the Love Vibration Honoring the Divinity within All: Namaste Omni-Love is the

pure state of Vibrational Frequency Co-resonance between the human identity and 12
dimensions



state of total vibrational Frequency Co-resonance with the Cosmos. Activation of the full
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a state of vibrational harmonization or vibrational co-resonance (which is the feeling

vibrational harmonization or vibrational co-resonance (which is the feeling we call Love)
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the knowing, the vibration of the entire Time Matrix and then the Energy Matrix

Love which is vibrational harmonization, which is full engaging. We are being tricked, using

Page:  19

a state of vibrational harmonization or co-resonance between "this" and anything else

Page:  22

away from the vibrations you don"t like, that you work hard; you don"t have

out of the vibrations you don"t like! So you therefore stay within them. When

Page:  29

the Soft Love vibration. Soft Love is a vulnerable love in that it necessitates

Page:  36

a state of vibrational harmonization), when you feel love for someone, it is because

Page:  48

a state of vibrational harmonization where, if you have a vibrational pattern here, and

you have a vibrational pattern here, and another one over here, let"s say this

you get disharmonic vibration. That"s where you get emotions like anger, hate, resistance, all

energy field is vibrating very, very similarly to theirs. If you are with someone,
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core resonance (vibration rhythm/ "Schumann resonance") and speed of "pole wobble"
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different "energy vibration-pulsation rhythms," or "time pulses." The Lower Earth time
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establish the precise vibrational coresonant relativity between Partiki Units, through which
the specific balances
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point of least vibration between two waves," or the Node itself. The MCEO Freedom
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meaning Sound and Vibration and Ra, meaning ONE or Point of Unity, both in
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pulse rhythm, or vibrational pulsation rhythm, and at a different angular rotation of particle

Page:  40

reach a certain vibrational level, they spark open the center point at the first

Page:  44

OrEa, dark light vibration field. It"s different than the ArEas, where you have the

Page:  49

of the core vibration, the BPR, of each Page49of 151

Page:  50

of those sound vibrations. Next one. That"s just to show you that what you

Page:  102

this wave of vibration will come up through your body spontaneously, and it can

Page:  119

death. It started vibrating very fast and got lighter and lighter. It was fully

Page:  141

they create a vibration in that dark light sound field, and that vibration sends

field, and that vibration sends a vibration back down through the tube that was

vibration sends a vibration back down through the tube that was open. When that

they create a vibration. That vibration goes flying back out the tubes, creating a

a vibration. That vibration goes flying back out the tubes, creating a counter rotation

it"s actually a vibration that is released. They are called the OrEa tones. As

As the OrEa vibration moves back down the fire line, it causes sparks to
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Eck triggers the vibration of the OrEas and that activates the spans, and I"m
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waves oscillate and vibrate. Oscillation is when the Particum and PartikA actually flash on

would see them. Vibration is when they flash off and go back into the

24 points of vibration and oscillation. Upon this structure, Presented by Adashi MCEO LLC

Page:  6

as simply a vibration, a unit of energy that just holds a vibration and

just holds a vibration and is not yet manifest; it exists in an "

do with the vibration or oscillation of the thing you are calling a name.

they go from vibration to oscillation, vibration to oscillation. There is a difference between

vibration to oscillation, vibration to oscillation. There is a difference between vibration and
oscillation.

a difference between vibration and oscillation. It goes from the omni-polar state where

a small sound vibration but then flash on into a light vibration; you can

into a light vibration; you can view that as a scalar wave, it is

off again into vibration, then back on again into oscillation ... standing wave patterns,

Page:  7

they go into vibration they would flash off and become ante-matter particles. That

actually creates a vibration which would be the beginning of the EirA force. You
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turn off (vibrate), then replicate and polarize and then group together, like with

have, how many vibrations, how many oscillations, how much consciousness is held in one

mass of inner vibration they turn off; when they hit a critical mass of

Page:  9

and sound, of vibration and oscillation of energy units-and those grids end up
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off, which is vibrating and turning part of them around and changing their polarity



Page:  15

what was sound vibration, templates of waves in standing form, begin to interact with

oscillate-not just vibrate, they begin to arc and make energy. And that energy

there is the vibration state. This area is called the Sound or non-dimensionalized

Page:  18

the sound (vibration) fields come in first and then give birth to the

light; first sound vibration, then light. Then you have the Polaric which forms the

Page:  19

smaller units of vibration manifest. The process of getting back into expansion and
wholeness

have a different vibration at each level but still carry the flow of one

the patterns of vibration that we consciously send into our bodies, DNA template, Kathara

Page:  21

12 points of vibration. 10 Anti-Christos: about systems, races, places, beings created on

Page:  22

Partiki phasing and vibration-oscillation for each dimensional frequency band is set in the

specific point of vibration, a core set of vibrations that hold the rhythm and

core set of vibrations that hold the rhythm and pulsation pattern and geometrical
relationship-

Page:  26

templates-the core vibrational pattern, the 12 vibrations that begin the formation of any

pattern, the 12 vibrations that begin the formation of any scalar wave template. They
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Point Pre-Sound Vibration Field First Particum Contraction Point. C) The ManA Base-12

the energy, the vibrational signature of the energy.2o This is how Star 20

Page:  46

movement, which was vibration and oscillation interacting with each other.21 The first 3
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24 points of vibration that set the whole creation in motion-were created. In

the Void a Vibration was created, and simultaneously with the Vibration an Oscillation was

simultaneously with the Vibration an Oscillation was created. This means male and female
were



Page:  48

the process of Vibrational Downstepping, or Thought Formation. Downstepping occurs
through contracting the consciousness

or "1hought vibration," to create the first individuation of attention--a Still point

the original thought vibration is replicated within the vibration of the first to form

replicated within the vibration of the first to form the second individuation of consciousness,

expanding the first vibration from within itself to create a Static Field of absolute

Field of absolute vibrational agreement between the original thought vibration and its replica.
To

the original thought vibration and its replica. To form the Divine Trinity of Eternal

motion, the thought vibration replica is then polarized within the expanded original "First

two separate thought vibrations, each holding a larger primary part of the original vibration

of the original vibration as it initially existed and a smaller secondary part of

of the original vibration "inverted," or vibrating in direct opposition to the first

"inverted," or vibrating in direct opposition to the first vibration, its intention reflecting

to the first vibration, its intention reflecting the opposite of the original thought intention.

its awareness in Vibrational Downstepping, by which the Cosmic Divine Trinity of Eternal Life

Particum pre-sound vibration unit-Divine Mother Creation Seed-Contracting/ Receiving
Consciousness Force) and

PartikA pre-light vibration unit-Divine Father Creation Spark-Expanding/ Transmitting
Consciousness Force) Eternal

standing" points of vibration. The two 12-point Kathara Grids of the ManA and

Expression, Tha= Sound Vibration/ Intention, Ra= ONE-spirit. The ONE-spirit of God
intending

Scepter Pillars Through vibrational interaction of consciousness within the Cosmic Kathara
Grid, the Manu,

creation process of Vibration Downstepping by which the Divine Cosmic Trinity perpetually
individuates within

and Downstep the vibrations of the Cosmic Kathara Grid three times to form a

layered points of vibration fixed in a circular organization within the Cosmic Kathara Grid

"Pillar" of vibration called a SE"-Ur within the Yunasai. The set of

Page:  49

Reuche Scepter Pillars vibrationally interact within the Yunasai, creating an opening called
the ManU

Cosmic Shield Through vibrational interaction with the Amoraea Wave-Pillar Ecka-ManU
Flame the

and replicating their vibrational content within the Ecka-ManU Flame to form 12 rotating
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of the slower vibrating EirA Krystallah Kathara grid form the geometrical shape of a

and the faster vibrating ManA Kristos Kathara grid forms the geometrical shape of a

replicates, polarizes and vibrationally Downsteps to form a pair of smaller Base-12 Kathara
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PCM Pre-sound Vibration unit, Divine Mother Creation Seed that is basically contracting in

Partiki Pre-light Vibration unit, effectively the Divine Father Creation Spark that expands Its
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standing points of vibration. The two 12-point Kathara Grids of ManA and EirA

ession; Tha, Sound vibration or intention; Ra, the One Spirit. So, we have the

the structure. Through vibration interaction of consciousness between the cosmic Kathara
Grid, the ManU,

creation process of vibration downstepping, by which the Divine Cosmic Trinity perpetually
individuates Itself
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and downstep the vibrations of the Cosmic Kathara Grid 3 times to form a

layered points of vibration. The 12 layered points of vibration are fixed in a

layered points of vibration are fixed in a circular organization within the Cosmic Kathara

a pillar of vibration called a SE"UR within the Yunasai, a Pillar of Sound
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Reuche Scepter Pillars vibrationally interact within the Yunasai, within the composite field,
creating an
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Cosmic Arcs Through vibrational interaction with the Amoraea Wave Pillar, the Ecka ManU
Flame,

and replicating their vibrational content, within the Ecka ManU Flame to form 12 rotating

Scepter Arcs Through vibrational interaction with the Amoraea Wave-Pillar Ecka-ManU Flame
the
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of the slower-vibrating EirA Krystallah Kathara Grid within the core, forming the geometrical

replicates, polarizes and vibrationally downsteps to form a pair of smaller Base-12 Kathara
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set of 7 vibrational encryptions that emerged from Source into outer audible sound tones.

a set of vibrations that hold intention. Eternal Life emerged from the original Core
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core encryption or vibration. Vibration or encryption is movement that can be translated
into
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created a collective vibration, or BPR, that aligned us with a specific set of

Page:  83

core encryption or vibration. And vibration or encryption is movement that can be translated

or vibration. And vibration or encryption is movement that can be translated into sound.
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a step in vibration that"s not quite as high, or a step in oscillation,

Page:  249

feel a slight vibration and you might even feel it running down into your

Page:  309

which are the vibrational core resonance of the gate sets that go with the
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words and the vibration of Source. You are walking around in Source. Source is
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the oscillation and vibration rates (BPR-Base Pulse Rhythm) of its atomic quantum

Page:  10

into the "vibrating infrasound radiation" (manU) of which the Spirit Body is

the conscious, eternal, vibrating-infrasoundradiation geleziac-ether substance of the Spirit
Body. At the

Page:  12

of"silent sound vibration," known as the "Yon" or "On Tone" This

Page:  57

E dark light vibration field that is around it So there are these crystallized

Page:  58

spelling] dark light vibration field around it. So these 3 go with each other,

Page:  65

reaches a critical vibration point and fires the ShAion and the Ka-Ma. That

Page:  126

it has a vibration, an encryption, a signature, which makes the crystals sing It

Page:  127

fibrillation, a little vibrational shiver that some of you may feel. There may be

a bit of vibrational fibrillation, a little bit of oscillation move through. Or you
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room starts to vibrate and suddenly it feels as if the floor is moving
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which is that vibrational radiation signature underneath everything. It"s before the light,
before the



Page:  215

is going to vibrate for a bit so you might actually feel a vibrating

actually feel a vibrating field around the stand and in the room a little

a critical mass vibration and that is when it is going to go (
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it has a vibration, an encryption, a signature, which makes the crystals sing. It

Page:  224

fibrillation, a little vibrational shiver that some of you may feel There may be

a bit of vibrational fibrillation, a little bit of oscillation move through. Or you
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room starts to vibrate and suddenly it feels as if the floor is moving
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and you feel vibrations, like ... ooh ... "Where did I go? I

Page:  279

names, or core vibrational signatures, that go with these systems as well and we

Page:  304

with their core vibration encryption and what that would sound like translated into auditory

Page:  383

bit of a vibration/oscillation, like a blruuuh feeling which has a sound to

Page:  387

there is a vibration that"s starting to happen where all those keys met together
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room starts to vibrate and suddenly it feels as if the floor is moving
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Encryption Tones, the vibration, the audible part of the vibration that is held as

part of the vibration that is held as the Core Encryption of each of

portions of the vibrational signature carried by those radiation layers. When we get to
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which are the vibrational sound signature which means they are carrying the same
encryption
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to oscillate and vibrate, activate the AdorA flame at their cores initiating fertilization of

ShAions sound-flames vibrate-the 12 Alons (from the 7.5 span 7 Ma-

Page:  501

standing Na-VE vibration around the RashaLAe Body. And so it is, this vibration

it is, this vibration is called the Na-VE. Round 10-12 The 12

a Na-VE vibration collecting and creating a 41ayer, 12 point Na-VE vibration

point Na-VE vibration field around the RashaLAe Body. This "4 Layer 12

Point Na-VE Vibration Field" is called the NaVE Harmonic. The Na-VE Harmonic

a co-resonant vibration in the 15-1 direction, moving from 15 down to
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Freedom Trans-harmonic Vibration sounds via descent of the Orons, the 12 ASK Rasha-

Page:  509

the stimulation, the vibration. It makes it a little stronger if you do it
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there is a vibration that forms when these strike or when they hit a

they create a vibration in the field around it. That vibration sets in motion

around it. That vibration sets in motion and prepares the Rings to go into

are like a vibration. When these fire, the Orons out here, when they fire

that sends a vibration back down the Fire Chamber and that vibration actually strikes

Chamber and that vibration actually strikes the crystalline spans and it is the crystalline

and going into vibration that creates tones and they are the tones that have
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be a little vibration that becomes and oscillation within the 8.5 Ka-Ma line.
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015@ 15.5Ariea Sound Vibration Barrier OR"IEA "DarkLight" Vibration Field The MCEO
Freedom Teachings

OR"IEA "DarkLight" Vibration Field The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
Adashi
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Ariea tones- silent vibration) at 15.5 Or-Ra Span-15 at 7.5 Ma-Ta
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tones, which are vibrational signatures that have their verbal outside translation in sound.
We

Page:  46

has a core vibrational signature that would translate into sound. So, each one of

Page:  64

making the rings vibrate. As the rings shake off the outer matter begins to

Page:  135

where the first Vibrations that were the first, what would be considered "audible"

Page:  157

is the LaVa vibration. It is a particular form of geleziac radiation Consciousness, a

not They are vibrations that will allow for the Eiron Doorway to turn into

Page:  158

it sings and vibrates in a lovely way. Inside of this drop of Mana

Page:  160

who sent the vibration. (pause moment) Try to feel if you can sense

Page:  214

with its Core Vibration. You know how sound is a vibration. So, when there

sound is a vibration. So, when there is a vibration to every sound you

there is a vibration to every sound you speak, these tones are the Core

are the Core Vibrational Signature, or Encryption Signature, radiation signature of vibrating
radiation energy,

radiation signature of vibrating radiation energy, corresponding to each of the 15 geleziac
layers.

Page:  215



to the Core Vibrational Encryption of the radiation signature for that layer of the

Page:  237

Oriea, dark light vibration fields So they call this, what is around that is

Page:  245

or the tonal vibrations of the first- when we had the first 3 Partiki

Page:  254

Alons to start vibrating. When you do the 8th breath, you spark here in

do with the vibration that is sent up to the Orons, and it begins

set them into vibrating, and it begins to open the fire chambers where the

Page:  288

audible tone or vibration, so that"s where we get those words. That"s where the

Page:  289

the core Source vibrations and sounds and the languages built on them. Eventually language

Page:  322

can send a vibration to it if you can"t reach your palm or whatever

Page:  337

or the Core Vibration of the radiation it is made out of, holds a

holds a specific Vibration and Vibration translated into sound gives you sound. So the

specific Vibration and Vibration translated into sound gives you sound. So the sounds that

from the Core Vibration Encryption. So, down here in the Partikl, we have the

Page:  346

that has enough vibration to actually pop the Creation Point Door open so the

Page:  348

to the Core Vibration and end up stuck and having to do another cycle

Page:  353

would start to vibrate. The next one would trigger the Ring 8 sparks, when

Page:  378

activate. And the vibration of you running the sound in your body actually creates

a co-resonant vibration that reaches back to the Rasha and the Rasha sends



Page:  382

a Core Signature Vibration. We have Ha"s and La"s that form HaLa"s and they

like such a vibration of home to it You know all the reason we"ve

Page:  391

to the Core Vibration held in the encryption of each of the layers. This

they are the vibration tones and that"s where the whole Krist-word comes from
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in relation to vibration and oscillation and all of that in relation to the

Page:  24

difference in core vibrational encryption, how fast the core pulse of expansion and
contraction

Page:  48

just let it vibrate around the Krystar Vehicle and in a minute go (

Page:  137

It is a vibration pattern, but it actually is a light pattern on the

Page:  141

it"s actually a vibration. So, we have a Vibration Body that is actually a

we have a Vibration Body that is actually a Light Body on the AdorA

Page:  145

lnfrasound, or a vibration pattern, that actually organizes the light units into freezing, to

that is the vibration signature of the lnfrasound Gha-Fa" Body. So, as we

Page:  147

appear as a vibration pattern that actually calls in the light units to freeze

Page:  153

bonded to the vibrational patterns that are held in AdorA, that literally make it

inner holding of vibration, it goes back into oscillation of Light and it makes

Page:  175

know, feeling the vibration signature to tell what group, you know, somebody is from

Page:  212

the oscillation and vibration rates (BPR-Base Pulse Rhythm) of its atomic quantum



Page:  217

into the "vibrating infra-sound radiation" (manU) of which the Spirit Body

the conscious, eternal, vibrating infra-sound radiation geleziac-ether substance of the Spirit
Body.

refer to the vibrating lnfrasound radiation geleziac stuff of the Spirit Body, they are

Page:  221

of"silent sound vibration," known as the "Yon" or "On Tone." It

Page:  248

every point of vibration that is an infrasound vibration on this side, in our

is an infrasound vibration on this side, in our Gha-fa Bodies, if you

Page:  255

core sound or vibration to it-a Core Tone. When you put three together,
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Page:  10

tonal resonance, the vibrational pattern that translates into a word here of one of

name and the vibration; and the vibration is more important than the outer sound.

vibration; and the vibration is more important than the outer sound. It is the

It is the vibration of that energy that would serve for the collective human

Page:  13

gestalt consciousness that vibrates to the 5th Harmonic Universe which is Dimensions 13, 14

Page:  16

a high enough vibration in your body pattern to keep a bond with a

a sudden your vibration drops really fast, and so does the connection with your

Page:  25

or feel a vibration that happens to be coming from you, if you put

Page:  26

in it, that vibration will purge it out; or it will block out things

Page:  27

doesn"t hit the vibration rate of the Melchizedek God-Seed frequency. If there was

Page:  28

of telepathic energy-vibration- impulse that yes, it sounds like words. but my e

Page:  35

welcomed with the Vibration of Love." (Azara, Evolutionary Process of Human Consciousness)
Although

Page:  38

least sense the vibration aD 3 simultaneous, inaudible, sound tones emerging from Earth"s
Core

Page:  42



a ripple of vibration as they do, and then ... notice a little puff

Page:  49

least sense the vibration of) 3 simultaneous, inaudible, sound tones emerging from Earth"s
Core
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to find that vibration, right? So you can make that sound. And we"ll do

Page:  4

rhythm or core vibration would determine whether or not we would end up with

Page:  18

tones, and the vibration they carry. So we went through the Eye of God

Page:  52

a co-resonant vibration. So, we have already achieved the process of, first of

Page:  93

any idea what vibrationally that is doing to things? Or what ifs, ifs literally

and all the vibration that makes, you know something is happening. Somebody organized it

Page:  118

you know the vibration of them. But if you go like this, it"s different

Page:  120

the actual tonal vibration. The names of those gates are the Core Encryption Tonal

Core Encryption Tonal Vibration, so when we sing them we"re actually activating those things

Page:  127

be a back vibration that comes shooting back up within a minute or two,
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FEELING (direct vibrational cognition), E-MOTION (electro-magnetic motion; the desire to
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sense a "vibrating ripple" occurring around the outermost "skin" of your Density

"sense the vibrating ripple ", bring a slow, deep Inhale into the AzurA
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sense a "vibrating ripple" occurring around the outermost "skin" of your Density

Page:  17

sense the "vibrating ripple", bring a slow, deep INHALE breath into the AzurA,

Page:  26

the Inner-Sound Vibration of the Conscious Eternal-Life Spirit "GharE" that is

Co-resonant Harmonic Vibration (Unconditional Love). Through Phase-Toning, the personal
Conscious-EGO

Co-resonant Harmonic Vibration- the GharE" Tone. The MCEO Freed om Teachings® Series

Page:  27

co-resonant harmonic vibration) between the D-3 EGO-Mind, and the D-2

Page:  28

feeling of tiny vibration rippling through" your AzurA "Water Seed". LISTEN with "

Diatone, feeling its vibration "rumble" in your throat and upper chest. Sense the

chest. Sense the vibration of the Lowered Diatone spreading downward throughout your
body and

ONE WITH the vibration". As you lean into the rumbling Lowered Diatone, you begin

co-resonant harmonic vibration of the Lowered Diatone, to "THE VOICE", to engage

Page:  29

co-resonant harmonic vibration, through which you have "linked to the THE VOICE,

the BPR and vibration" of the energy/attention you have focused on this inner-

Page:  36

more subtle, gently vibrating presence of your EirA-GharE", the portion of your Eternal

Page:  39

the sounds or vibration of the GharE"s language, the "Celestial Harmonics" of Spirit.



Page:  40

the subtle rippling vibration of the GharE" spirit within every atom and cell of

body; sense this vibration as a slight "quivering or rippling sensation" WITHIN your
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to a similar vibration point, the point in the year 2000 before the Treaty
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a state of vibrational harmonization. This means you need to bring yourself and your

a co-resonant vibrational pattern with it. Because then you have the power to

Page:  17

there is a vibrational coresonance between the substance and the reversal; you actually get

Page:  20

the condition of vibrational harmonization, or the co-resonance of consciousness, between
the lover

a state of Vibrational co-resonance of consciousness. All things exist within the Mind

perpetual state of Vibrational co-resonance of Absolute Love with all manifestations of Itself.

of consciousness or Vibrational disharmony, between the individual mind and the God Mind,
can

to transcend all Vibrational disharmonies of consciousness, to retain co-resonance with the
cosmos.

IS the eternal Vibrational co-resonance of consciousness that holds the structures of the

and manifestation of Vibrational dis-resonance of consciousness with the God Mind."
(Tangible

a state of vibrational harmonization are important concepts that you will find repeated
throughout

Page:  21

of Co-Resonant Vibration where two patterns meet and harmonize. They can say words

of Co-Resonant Vibration that is the Truth of Love. It is like words

Page:  34

go back into vibration and are literally not manifest here, we can change everything.

Page:  38

myself to that vibration ," the result is that vibration is going to get

result is that vibration is going to get bigger, and bigger, and bigger, because



Page:  41

VIBRATIONAL HARMONIZATION NOW." The more you say this, the more your

A STATE OF VIBRATIONAL HARMONIZATION. I AM THIS I AM. Do not say I

a state of vibrational harmonization now! I AM This I AM. Key to Manifestation

A STATE OF VIBRATIONAL HARMONIZATION. This means I am everything, the vibrational
field around

am everything, the vibrational field around me, I am this, this is me. I

Page:  57

a state of vibrational harmonization. And stay in love with other people too. Realize

Page:  61

our consciousness and vibration/oscillation3o of our bodies to transcend the influence of the

Expose, 1999) 30 Vibration is the contraction or holding of energy. Oscillation is the

Page:  78

a state of vibrational harmonization. If you have a vibrational pattern here and another

you have a vibrational pattern here and another one over there and each pattern

each pattern is vibrating differently and they run into each other, they clash and

you get disharmonic vibration. That is where you get emotions like anger, hate, and

Page:  79

energy field is vibrating very, very similar to theirs. If you are with someone
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Ah-VE"-yas Vibrational "Water Body". Periodically use the A-Ras, Sa-Ras

Page:  27

Ah-VE"-Yas Vibrational Water Body via step-4 above. 4. "I"·

Page:  29

Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body of the Aurora Continuum.) Preparation: Complete 3

your " Endoplasmic Vibratory Ah-VE-yas BodY" or "Vibratory Water-gel Body".

BodY" or "Vibratory Water-gel Body". Your Ah-VE-yas Body exists within

Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body". 4. Breathe gently and notice that there

·VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body within the Aurora Continuum. The MCEO Freedom

Page:  30

Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body, Inhale into the AzurA (Thymus Gland

Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body in the Aurora Continuum, absorb this warm,

Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body begin to gently vibrate, as it releases

begin to gently vibrate, as it releases a "Back-FlowReturn" Wave of warm,

Page:  31

Ah-VE"yas Vibratory Water-gel Body and corresponding atomic body, the NET-Earth

Page:  32

Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body, but this "Jrd BodY" is made

Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body in the Aurora Continuum, then sense the

Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented

Page:  33

Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body in the Aurora Continuum. As the transmuted

Page:  34



a sensation of vibration appears far down the Corridor to your Right, as two

Page:  37

Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body, which serves as a filter through which

Page:  38

Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body of the Aurora Continuum. *Optional: Once
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called the Endoplasmic Vibrational Hydro-gel "Water" Body) and the two bottom spheres
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Page:  10

Ah-VE"-yas Vibrational Water Body and its relationship to Probability Alignment, and the

Page:  11

Numeric Codes in vibration by using the drumming and that kind of stuff Even

Page:  23

your hands to vibrate them into your body. If you haven"t done those, we

Page:  25

is your Endoplasmic Vibratory Ah-VE"-yas Body or "Vibratory Water-gel The

Body or "Vibratory Water-gel The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by

Page:  26

Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body". Take a few breaths whilst doing your

VE" -yas Vibratory Water-gel Body within the Aurora Continuum. So, to begin

Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body, Inhale into the AzurA at the Thymus

Page:  27

Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body in the Aurora Continuum. Absorb this warm,

Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body begin to gently vibrate, as it releases

begin to gently vibrate, as it releases a "Back-Flow-Return" Wave of

Page:  28

Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body and corresponding atomic body, the NET Earth

Page:  30

Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body, but this 3rd Body is made up

Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body in the Aurora Continuum. And then, try

Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body Once you sense the presence of your

Page:  31



Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body in the Aurora Continuum. As the transmuted

Page:  34

present sensation of vibration appearing far down the Corridor to your right, as two

Page:  42

the coordinates, the Vibrational Coordinates, or where we exist in the cosmos. And once

Page:  43

And holding the vibrations of the place you want to go is the way

Page:  46

Body, or the Vibrational Body. The Vibrational Body alignments have to do-they actually

Vibrational Body. The Vibrational Body alignments have to do-they actually control the
alignments

Ah-VE"-yas Vibrational Body, we will-right now, it"s being controlled by the

Page:  63

Ah-VE"-yas Vibrational Water Body that we"ve talked about, because that is the

Page:  128

call it the Vibrational Body, and the others they call the Oscillatory Body. The

Page:  133

Phoenix, AZ the vibration of the encryption of those-like unlocking the Gates all

Page:  134

yesterday, kind of vibrate and kind of flash blue. And once we get that

Page:  138

bit of a vibration that once itactually it moves so fast I didn"t even

feel this weird vibration sense in my triangulation in the middle of my brain.

to sense the vibration as the energy is building in that triangulation. It is
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Page:  26

Ah-VE"-yas Vibrational "Water Body". Periodically use the A-Ras, Sa-Ras

Page:  27

Ah-VE"-Yas Vibrational Water Body via step-4 above. 4. "I"- "

Page:  29

Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body of the Aurora Continuum.) Preparation: Complete 3

is your" Endoplasmic Vibratory Ah-VE-yas BodY" or "Vibratory Water-gel Body".

BodY" or "Vibratory Water-gel Body". Your Ah-VE-yas Body exists within

Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body". 4. Breathe gently and notice that there

Page:  30

Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body within the Aurora Continuum. Aurora Continuum Time-

Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body, Inhale into the AzurA (Thymus Gland

Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body in the Aurora Continuum, absorb this warm,

Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body begin to gently vibrate, as it releases

begin to gently vibrate, as it releases a "Back-Flow-Return" Wave of

Page:  31

Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body and corresponding atomic body, the NET-Earth

Page:  33

Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body, but this "3rd Body" is made

Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body in the Aurora Continuum, then sense the

your AhVE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body Aurora Continuum Time-Travel Technique-
1/PART-

Ah- VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body in the Aurora Continuum. As the transmuted

Page:  35

a sensation of vibration appears far down the Corridor to your Right, as two



Page:  38

theM-VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel Body, which serves as a filter through which
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that hold certain vibrations in order to change the Planetary Encryption Lattice. These mass
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have a specific vibration. And every thought we think has, makes a picture in

is the Core Vibration at any given moment of your Encryption Lattice and that

of what the vibration is in your Core Encryption Matrix. Right now our Core

Page:  20

it"s starting to vibrate, ok the circle is going faster Try to feel the

Page:  30

in core frequency-vibration" of a being, thought, idea, emotion, matterform, or any manifest

truth in frequency-vibration is in actuality the frequency-vibration of the core
energyradiation

actuality the frequency-vibration of the core energyradiation signature held within the
morphogenetic field

Page:  31

sum ofthe frequency-vibration" of the core Encryption Lattice at any given moment in

specific core frequency-vibration or "BPR" of a matter form"s Encryption Lattice will

BPR-core frequency-vibration between the morphogenetic field Encryption Lattice of a
manifest form

Page:  32

BPR-core-frequency-vibration between the morphogenetic field Encryption Lattice of a
manifest form

Page:  33

BPR-core-frequency-vibration between the morphogenetic field Encryption Lattice of a
manifest form

Page:  36

truth in frequency-vibration held within your Encryption Lattice. In Ascension Systems, Free
Will

cumulative core frequency-vibration of our personal Encryption Lattice" Back to the
Encryption Lattice



Page:  38

that hold certain vibrations and it changes the Planetary Encryption Lattice. All right. So,

Page:  61

inorganic time-acceleration/ vibration increase, Encryption Lattice BPR-deceleration/ drop,
and corresponding biological-atomic

Page:  68

of energy frequency-vibration held within our personal Encryption Lattices, which lie beneath
our

Page:  70

actually are just vibrational patterns, but they actually can be seen. They are visible

Page:  73

with creates a vibration and thus an encryption image within this sphere. So, once

Page:  122

we"ve got it vibrating in the grids below our feet The first thing they"re

got the grids vibrating in the circular formation Let me see here what they

Page:  126

to jiggle and vibrate. It"s getting ready to fly. Yes, our little blue friends

Page:  186

and the 1 Vibrational Body, the Ah-VE"-yas unit up there, right. It"s
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pop or little vibration over in that area over your shoulder, then just really
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feeling of gentle vibration within the Density-1 Dimensional Encryption Lattice layers of your
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in core frequency-vibration held by a being or thing at any given "

in core frequency-vibration," of a being, thought, idea, emotion, matter-form, or any

truth in frequency-vibration" is in actuality the frequency-vibration of the core energy-

actuality the frequency-vibration of the core energy-radiation signature held within the
morphogenetic

sum of the frequencyvibration" of the core Encryption Lattice at any given moment is

specific core frequency-vibration ,

Page:  16

BPR-core-frequency-vibration between the morphogenetic field Encryption Lattice of a
manifest form

BPR-core-frequency-vibration between the morphogenetic field Encryption Lattice of a
manifest form

Page:  17

truth in frequency-vibration held within your Encryption Lattice; in Ascension Systems, Free
Will

cumulative core frequency-vibration) of our personal Encryption Lattice. In Fall Systems, the
personal

Page:  35

inorganic time-acceleration/ vibration increase, Encryption Lattice BPR-deceleration/ drop,
and corresponding biological-atomic

Page:  38

truth in frequency vibration, the core Encryption Lattice, and thus the underlying reality of

Page:  39

truth in frequency vibration (the Encryption Lattice), and thus to discern the actual

Page:  42

of energy frequency-vibration held within our personal Encryption Lattices, which lie beneath



our
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.......................................... ............... 9 Vibration-Oscillation ...... .. .........................

......................... ............... ...... .................. ............. ..........

Page:  7

points of fixed vibration. Partiki units are the smallest building blocks of matter and

Page:  8

none) units of vibrating energy that perpetually cycle back and forth between a state

omni-polar sound vibration. Scalar-waves are points of standing waves composed of
quantities

fixed units of vibration; the Partiki units, which form the morphogenetic field templates upon

energy, with higher vibration and lower oscillation, and are base magnetic. PartikA anti-
particle

energy, with lower vibration and higher oscillation, and are base electrical. Electromagnetic
energy is

wave of sound vibration project their energy into bi-polar Particum and PartikA scalar-

anti-particle PartikA vibration point as electrical force. It then contracts into the particle

the particle Particum vibration point, creating magnetic pull. Through the draw of the ante-

ante-polar sound vibration waves is called Partiki Phasing and gives the appearance of

ante-matter sound vibration, continually cycling between the manifest and non-manifest
state. The

Page:  9

matter manifests.2 Vibration-Oscillation The vibratory-oscillation rate of particles represents
the rate

Vibration-Oscillation The vibratory-oscillation rate of particles represents the rate at which
the

morphogenetic field template. Vibration is the condition of internal movement or holding of
energy

built upon them. Vibration is determined by the quantity of energy held within Partiki

built upon them. Vibration and Oscillation exist in direct proportion to each other. As



each other. As vibration increases (energy holding), oscillation decreases (energy
expenditure). Faster

oscillation and lower vibration of scalar templates. Higher oscillation/slower vibration creates
slower electron

Higher oscillation/slower vibration creates slower electron movement around the nucleus of
atoms and

Page:  10

specific rate of vibratory oscillation or contraction and expansion of energy, which determines
the

Particles having varying vibratoryoscillation rates and angles of spin allow multiple
dimensional reality fields

Frequency is the vibrating oscillating wave spectra of which matter particles and
dimensionalized consciousness

determined by the vibratory-oscillation rate of the Partiki units that make up the

Page:  11

faster oscillation, lower vibration, greater expansion and less matter density. These
conditions represent the

measurable wavelength and vibrational energy signature.3 Spheres Within Spheres Spheres
within spheres represent

Page:  12

of standing sound vibration. These 3 levels of the non-dimensionalized Energy Matrix are

Page:  17

measurable wavelength and vibrational energy signature. A Chakra will also carry, in lesser
saturation,

Page:  22

waves oscillate and vibrate. Oscillation is when the Particum and PartikA actually flash on

would see them. Vibration is when they flash off and go back into the

24 points of vibration and oscillation. Standing scalar-waves form upon this structure. These

Page:  24

as simply a vibration, a unit of energy that just holds a vibration and

just holds a vibration and is not yet manifest; it exists in an ante-

do with the vibration or oscillation of the thing you are calling a name.

they go from vibration to oscillation, vibration to oscillation. There is a difference between

vibration to oscillation, vibration to oscillation. There is a difference between vibration and
oscillation.

a difference between vibration and oscillation. It goes from the ©A & A
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a small sound vibration but then flash on into a light oscillation-you can

off again into vibration, then back on again into oscillation ... standing wave patterns,

they go into vibration they would flash off and become ante-matter particles. That
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turn off (vibrate), then replicate and polarize and then group together; like with

have, how many vibrations, how many oscillations, how much consciousness is held in one

mass of inner vibration they turn off; when they hit a critical mass of
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and sound, of vibration and oscillation of energy units-those grids end up with
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off, which is vibrating, and turning part of them around and changing their polarity
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what was sound vibration, templates of waves in standing form, begin to interact with

oscillate-not just vibrate, they begin to arc and make energy and that energy

there is the vibration state. This area is called the Primal Sound Fields or
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th~ sound (vibration) fields come in first and then give birth to the

light; first sound vibration, then light. Then you have the Polaric which forms the

smaller units of vibration manifest. The process of getting back into expansion and
wholeness

have a different vibration at each level but still carry the flow of one

the patterns of vibration that we consciously send into our bodies, DNA template and
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12 points of vibration. They manifest as 2 interconnecting Kathara Grids (24 points);
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Partiki Phasing and vibration-oscillation for each dimensional frequency band is set in the

specific point of vibration, a core set of vibrations that hold the rhythm, pulsation

core set of vibrations that hold the rhythm, pulsation pattern and geometrical relationship for
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Point Pre-Sound Vibration Reid First Particum Contraction Point. C) The ManA Base-12



24 points of vibration that set the whole creation in motion-were created. In
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the Void a vibration was created, and simultaneously with the vibration an oscillation was

simultaneously with the vibration an oscillation was created. This means male and female
were

standing points of vibration. The two 12-point Kathara Grids of ManA and EirA

expression; Tha, Sound vibration or intention; Ra, the One Spirit. So, we have the

the structure. Through vibration interaction of consciousness between ©A & A Deane, 2010,
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creation process of vibrational downstepping is ·recreated by which the Divine Cosmic Trinity

and downstep the vibrations of 2:The 12 Reuche scepters the Cosmic Kathara Grid

layered points of vibration. The 12 layered points of vibration are fixed in a

layered points of vibration are fixed in a circular organization within the Cosmic Kathara

a pillar of vibration called a SE"UR within the Yunasai, a Pillar of Sound

Reuche Scepter Pillars vibrationally interact within the Yunasai, within the ©A & A
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Cosmic Arcs Through vibrational interaction with the Amoraea Wave Pillar, the Ecka ManU
Flame-

and replicating their vibrational content within the Ecka ManU Flame, to form 12 rotating
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of the slower-vibrating EirA Krystallah Kathara Grid within the core, forming the geometrical

replicates, polarizes and vibration ally downsteps to form a pair of smaller Base-12
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the process of vibrational downstepping, or thought formation. Downstepping occurs through
contracting the Consciousness

Intention or Thought Vibration to create the 1st Individuation of Attention, a Still Point

Its awareness in vibrational downstepping, by which the Cosmic Divine Trinity of Eternal Life

PCM; Pre-Sound Vibration; Divine Mother Creation Seed; Contracting Receiving Force. The
ManA: 1st
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to create, which vibrates but does not move. Next, the Original Thought Vibration is

the Original Thought Vibration is replicated within the vibration of the first to form

replicated within the vibration of the first to form the 2nd individuation of consciousness
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standing waves that vibrate which means they stay in one place creating columns that
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magnetic contracting or vibrating currents. ©A & A Deane, 2010, All Rights Reserved;
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of the precise vibrations that will draw in the proper frequencies into the Indigo

The first tones, vibrations that became manifest in audible form, strung together carrying
meaning
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the process of Vibrational Downstepping, or Thought Formation. Downstepping occurs
through contracting the consciousness

or "thought vibration," to create the first Individuation of attention- a Stillpoint creation-

standing" points of vibration. The word Kathara expresses the Divine Intention God-Source
holds

Tha =Sound Vibration /Intention, Ra =ONE-Spirit. The ONE-Spirit of

the precise (vibrational co-resonant) relativity between Partiki units through which the
specific

altering the natural, vibrationally co-resonant relativity between Partiki units, changing the
thrust-force/
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e.g. the vibrations of an engine, electrical system e.g. power oscillations, electronic
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form oflanguage with vibrational sequences), the Psonn of Freedom (both drum codes in
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1. FEELING/direct vibrational cognition of Being; 2. E-MOTION/electro-magnetic motion
expressing
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Abundance; Encryption, ―Vibration‖ & the ―Law of Reciprocity,‖ Owning your ―Vibration,‖

Owning your ―Vibration,‖ Personal Ideas, Beliefs & Responsibilities in Krystic Co-Creation,
Creating

your Desired ―Vibration‖ for Personal Empowerment within the Mass Illusion. Featured
Techniques: A.

Essential Alignment that vibrationally ‗dial-up‘/create-BPR-alignment-with the specific
Cosmic
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Ah-VE‘-yas/Vibrational-Body & atoms and the Ah-VA‘-yas/Oscillatory-Body
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it"s at The vibration is what, you know, what you trust first And there

this amazing peace vibration and then this amazing light that was kind of pale
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like letting it vibrate there and see what that does. And they said you
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with their core vibration. KS defines love as a state of vibrational harmonization; that

a state of vibrational harmonization; that which we love is, in a very real

our own core vibration. Beings who are more in tune with energies such as
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oscillation and lower vibration. In the inner most Dimensions such as in Dimensions 1,

oscillation and higher vibration. These qualities mean that in Dimensions 10, 11 & 12,
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emotion, temperature and vibration much more intensely than other humans. These
elements of experience
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a state of vibrational harmonization, an ability to feel resonance with all expressions of
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sound formulas, the vibrational aspects of which activate the embodiment of the specified
qualities
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of multi-dimensional vibrating patterns of BI-POLAR ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY
RADIATION, which form SPECIFIC
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specific points of vibrating bi-polar energy signatures. Vibration of energy units creates
patterns

polar energy signatures. Vibration of energy units creates patterns of internal and external
SOUND,

thus alter the vibrational patterns of SOUND TONES within the personal blueprint. COLOR
and
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(pre-sound vibration EirA) And from the Word came the Light (pre-
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used, through tonal vibrational repetition, to "Call in the Ray, to hear its
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used, through tonal vibrational repetition, to "Call in the Ray, to hear its
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Cluster. 9. The vibrational interaction between the transposed, centrally positioned "5th
tryptophasic neuron"
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specific sequences of vibrational sound tones corresponding to each Heliochroic Current are
audibly and/

specific sequences of vibrational sound tones by which Tryptonic Bonding occurs are called
Tryptophasic

and repeated, the vibrationalacoustic-wave emitted causes the corresponding Heliochroic
Currents to "phase

(equilibrium of vibrational-acoustic movement in which all vibrationalacoustic movement
progressively slows, then

in which all vibrationalacoustic movement progressively slows, then ceases, to a "stasis
point".)
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specific sequences of vibrational sound tones corresponding to each Heliochroic Current are
audibly and/

specific sequences of vibrational sound tones by which Tryptonic Bonding occurs are called
Tryptophasic

and repeated, the vibrationalacoustic-wave emitted causes the corresponding Heliochroic
Currents to "phase

(equilibrium of vibrational-acoustic movement in which all vibrationalacoustic movement
progressively slows, then

in which all vibrationalacoustic movement progressively slows, then ceases, to a "stasis
point".)
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back into frequency/vibration co-resonance & encryption alignment with the planet"s original
Eternal
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Krystic Alignment/Frequency-Vibration and Encryption Co-Resonance). When a planet has
chosen to

and advancing frequency/vibration/encryption and environmental incompatibility and inability
to environmentally adapt. Portions

which their frequency/vibration/encryption are environmentally compatible. The birthright of
Free Will Choice
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and applications of vibrational, tonal and linguistic geleziac-radiation encryption algorithms of
the Chismatic

consciousness into specified vibrational, conceptual and linguistic meaning and identity and
regulate the quantum

by "like vibrational encryption" to form Plasmantik Mar"·khe-tUres 111 ,
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from the lowest vibration/highest oscillation point (the point of vibration/oscillation at

the point of vibration/oscillation at which the organic Time Wave was trapped and

moving from lowest vibration (highest oscillation) to highest vibration (lowest oscillation). T.

oscillation) to highest vibration (lowest oscillation). T.Mobius manifestations start with the
least
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"state of vibrational harmonization/co-resonance" ("love") with its target living plasm

bonded state of vibrational co-resonance "mimic & merger" (inorganic blend) with
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lowering of magentic vibration within the Time Seed Crystal. In organic forward time flow,

higher oscillation/lower vibration than the past behind it"; the Time Wave Expands outward

oscillation and lowering vibration. Tan-Tri·Ahura Teachings TU ShiftMasters 1" Course Series
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(external creation) Vibration= energy held inside (internal creation) Raise Inner Vibration (

creation) Raise Inner Vibration (increase energy holding/internal creation) =Lower Outer
Oscillation

=Lower Inner Vibration (decrease energy holding/internal creation) = Expanding Space-Time

point of inner vibration (energy held within in Internal Creation) and lowest point

correspondingly lowering the vibration (quantum holding) of the Time Seed Crystal. A
manifestation

lowest point of vibration (magnetic holding) when the full quantum of its Time



lowering of magnetic vibration within the Time Seed Crystal. In organic forward time flow,

higher oscillation/lower vibration than the past behind it"; the Time Wave Expands outward

and lowering inner vibration. Once full expansion of a manifestation is reached at Peak

Peak Oscillation/Null Vibration, the Time Seed Crystal then reverses its spin to CW,

manifestation, rising internal vibration and lowering external oscillation. Tan-Tri-Ahura
Teachings""" ShlftMasters"M Course
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from the lowest vibration/highest oscillation point (the point of vibration/oscillation at

the point of vibration/oscillation at which the original organic Time Wave was trapped

moving from lowest vibration (highest oscillation) to highest vibration (lowest oscillation). T.-

oscillation) to highest vibration (lowest oscillation). T.-Mobius manifestations start with the
least

"state of vibrational harmonization/co-resonance" (false "love") with its target

a state of vibrational co-resonance "mimic & merger" (inorganic blend) with
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encryption & Inner Vibration, touch movements of the EFFi-fara Transfiguration Current. ~~
~~
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synchronization between the vibrational encryptions of the personal and planetary Plasma
Body structures. Plasma
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Standing State of Vibrational Harmonizaton through which all aspects of CreatiOn - Eternal,
Internal
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an indelible, unique, vibrational encryption marking your 1" Indi viduation Point was left
within

fields. This indelible vibrational encryption IS your eternall" TrhU Memory, and your 1"
Individuation
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synchronization between the vibrational encryptions and time-waves of the personal and
planetary Plasma
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the process of Vibrational Oownstepplng, or Thought Formation. Oownetepping occurs
through contracting lhe conscioosness

or "thought vibration," to create the first Individuation of attention-a St!Hpoint

Tha = Sound Vibration /Intention, Ra = ONE-Spirit. The ONE·Spiril

the precise (vibrational co-resonant) relativity between Partiki units through which the
specific

altering the natural, vibrationally co-resonant relativity between Partiki units, changing the
thrust-force/
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of multi-dimensional vibrating patterns of BI-POLAR EIECIR.OMAGNETIC ENERGY
RADIATION, which form
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specific points of vibrating bi-polar energy signatures. Vibration of energy units creates
patterns

polar energy signatures. Vibration of energy units creates patterns of internal and external
SOUND,

thus alter the vibrational patterns of SOUND TONES within the personal blueprint. COLOR
and
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reoccurring points of vibration/oscillation equilibrium, the Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field
engages opening

External Creation engage vibrational/oscillatory frequency matching (enter a "state of
vibrational

"state of vibrational harmonization") to form an Eternal "Still-Point" platform of

"state of vibrational harmonization" is referred to as the " Lull Point", or
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Standing State of Vibrational Harmonization through which all aspects of Creation- Eternal,
Internal &
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Creat ion engage vibrational/oscillatory frequency matching (enter a "state of vibrational

"state of vibrational harmonization") to form an Eternai " Stiii-Point" platform of

"state of vibrational harmonization" is referred to as the " Lull Point", or
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Lowest Unified Velocity) vibration. Slow and adjust t he CW swaying motion of your

When Lull-Zone vibration is reached the swaying & CW motion of both waves

a state of vibrational harmonization with the NOW-TIME of Eternal Creation. Keylontic"u
Discourses
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an indelible, unique, vibrational encryption marking your 1 st Individuation Point was left
within

ields. This indelible vibrational encryption IS your eternal 1st TrhU Memory, and your 15
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1st TrhU Memory vibrational encryption will retain your full self-sovereign individuation as
you
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"Silent Sound" vibration and "musical pulse" of this Eternal Conscious Wave-field.

allow it to vibrate through you. Now become aware that there is a "

"place where vibration is lacking". SENSE the feeling of this "empty space"

1st TrhU Memory vibrational encryption, that you created upon 1st passing into individuated
manifest

manifest incarnation; this vibrational encryption remains dormant, sleeping as a point of
frozen silent

joy of its vibration ..... FEEL the presence of this "place where vibration

"place where vibration is lacking" within the eternal Silent Symphony Eff-i-yah

it, as the vibration of your Lone Harmonic", 1st Individuation Point, 1st TrhU Memory

1st TrhU Memory vibrational encryption rumbles into awakening. Your TrhU Place in Eternity,
your

this newly awakened vibration; as you reclaim your Seat in the Eternal Orchestra, ...
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atomic t ickle" vibration with a co-resonant vibration of release, relief, joy and

a co-resonant vibration of release, relief, joy and gentle "laughter" . ......
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Standing State of Vibrational Harmonization through which all aspects of Creation- Etemal,
Internal &
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ternal Cteatloo engage vibration11/0Seill~tory fr~uency matching it"flter a -~te of

-~te of vibratioN~ harmonitation1 to form an Eternal -sSPolnt"" platform of l.

"state of vibrational harmonizatkwt"" is referred to as the •tull Point", or
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oscillation and contraction-vibration. The Time Cycle of a Harmonic Universe is called an
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oscillation and contraction-vibration. The Time Cycle of a Harmonic Universe is called an
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point of condensed vibration composed of a single standing-wave KHY-Yon Seed Atom
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point of condensed vibration composed of a single standing-wave KHY-Yon Seed Atom
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points of condensed vibration composed of a single standing-wave KHY-Yon Seed Atom
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points of condensed vibratlC>n composed of a single standing-wave I<HY-Yon
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spherical Singing-sound Vibrational Field of the ELF-LUV Plasm Field" that interfaces with
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points of condensed vibration composed of a single standing-wave KHY-Yon Seed Atom
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point of condensed vibration composed of a single-unit standing-wave "seed atom"
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point of condensed vibration composed of a single-unit standing-wave "seed atom"
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point of condensed vibration composed of a single-unit standing-wave "seed atom"
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point of condensed vibration composed of a single-unit standing-wave "seed atom"
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point of condensed vibration composed of o single-unit standing-wove "seed atom"
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point of condensed vibration composed of a single-unit standing-wave "seed atom"
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point of condensed vibration composed of a single-unit standing-wave "seed atom"

point of condensed vibration composed of a single-unit standingwave "seed atom" (
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l Singing-Sound Vibrational Field of the ELF-LUV Plasm Field" that interfaces with
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form of·vibration of consciousness imbued with the standing flame that serves as
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progressively raise in vibration and expand as physical gro""th and soul essence integr.
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